Public 2022 - 2024 Budget Survey
Results
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This year, public engagement in the 2022 – 2024 budget process started with a
survey which ran from April 19 – May 14 on Let’s Talk Cochrane. The survey was in
the newspaper and on the website, and was advertised on social media, through
community groups, and in the newspaper. Most responded online, although paper
copies were also available.
Questions were asked about departmental service levels, where one would choose
to allocate additional funds, and funding options. Respondents were also asked if
they had anything else they thought Council should be aware of, and demographic
information was also collected. The results are contained in this report and its
appendices.
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The Operating Budget funds the people, equipment, places and resources that bring Town
infrastructure to life. The Town works hard to provide a high level of service to make Cochrane a great
place to live.
Please choose your preferred service level for the following Town services:
Business Development
•
•
•
•
•

Local business support and retention
New business attraction
Local partnerships (Cochrane Chamber, Cochrane Tourism)
Business licence administration
Shop Cochrane administration

Would like to increase service level
Happy with current service level
Would like to decrease service level
Don't use service/unsure

Would like to increase service level

118

Happy with current service level

267

Would like to decrease service level

57

Don't use service/unsure

45

Services respondents want increased include:
• Local business support
• New business attraction/job creation
• Tourism
• Others
Services respondents want decreased include:
• All business development services
• Business licensing
• New business attraction
• Separate Town and Business
• Shop Cochrane
• Others
Detailed comments to this question are contained in Appendix A.
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Civil Land Development
•
•
•

Review subdivision designs for legislated standards
Field inspections (new infrastructure)
Erosion, sediment control (new developments)

Would like to increase service level
Happy with current service level
Would like to decrease service level
Don't use service/unsure

Would like to increase service level

72

Happy with current service level

262

Would like to decrease service level

66

Don't use service/unsure

85

Services respondents want increased include:
• All Civil Land services
• Developers/ment
• Erosion/sediment control
• Field inspections
• Growth
• Natural areas/parks/pathways
• Road planning
• Subdivision standards
• Others
Services respondents want decreased include:
• All Civil Land services
• Erosion/sediment control
• Field inspections
• Slow development/growth
• Others
Detailed comments to this question are contained in Appendix A.
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Communications
•
•
•
•
•

Media relations
Promote Town services, programs, events, opportunities
Public engagement
Publications, advertising
Town social media, websites

Would like to increase service level
Happy with current service level
Would like to decrease service level
Don't use service/unsure

Would like to increase service level

64

Happy with current service level

344

Would like to decrease service level

59

Don't use service/unsure

16

Services respondents want increased include:
• All Communications services
• Major projects
• Public engagement
• Social media
• Town services
• Others
Services respondents want decreased include:
• All Communications services
• Digital signs
• Mayor/Council
• Media
• One platform
• Publication/advertising
• Social media
• Video
• Others
Detailed comments to this question are contained in Appendix A.
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Community Safety
•
•
•
•

Municipal Enforcement
Fire Services
RCMP
Emergency Operations

Would like to increase service level
Happy with current service level
Would like to decrease service level
Don't use service/unsure

Would like to increase service level

203

Happy with current service level

239

Would like to decrease service level

37

Don't use service/unsure

5

Services respondents want increased include:
• All Community Safety services
• Ambulance/EMS
• Animals/pet ownership
• Emergency operations
• New building
• Traffic
• Others
Services respondents want decreased include:
• All Community Safety services
• Traffic
• Others
Detailed comments to this question are contained in Appendix A.
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Community Services
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Community Events
Partner orgs (Library, recreation facilities, non-profit orgs)
Programs/services for essential needs (food, clothing, shelter, support)
Programs/services for children, youth and families
Programs/services for older adults
Programs to build skill and resiliency
Transit

Would like to increase service level
Happy with current service level
Would like to decrease service level
Don't use service/unsure

Would like to increase service level

168

Happy with current service level

255

Would like to decrease service level

43

Don't use service/unsure

21

Services respondents want increased include:
• All Community services
• Adult/child/youth programs
• Arts/Culture
• Community events
• Community support
• Essential needs
• Library
• More services/funding
• Recreation
• Seniors’ services
• SLSFSC
• Transit
• Others
Services respondents want decreased include:
• All Community services
• SLSFSC
• Transit
• Others
Detailed comments to this question are contained in Appendix A.
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Financial Services
•
•
•
•

Administration of taxes, utilities, and pet licensing
Budgeting, financial reporting, and compliance
Property assessment (annual, supplementary)
Reception, cashier services

Would like to increase service level
Happy with current service level
Would like to decrease service level
Don't use service/unsure

Would like to increase service level

26

Happy with current service level

367

Would like to decrease service level

65

Don't use service/unsure

18

Services respondents want increased include:
• All Financial services
• Assessment
• Budget
• E-services
• Local businesses
• Pet licenses
• Senior
• Utilities
• Others
Services respondents want decreased include:
• All Financial services
• Budget
• E-services
• Pet licenses
• Property tax
• Others
Detailed comments to this question are contained in Appendix A.
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Legislated Services
•
•
•
•

Council meeting/decision administration, agendas, minutes, live stream
FOIP administration, coordination
Support appeals, policies, records, access/privacy, elections, Council committees
Town procedures, processes

Would like to increase service level
Happy with current service level
Would like to decrease service level
Don't use service/unsure

Would like to increase service level

35

Happy with current service level

319

Would like to decrease service level

65

Don't use service/unsure

58

Services respondents want increased include:
• Community involvement
• Council
• Legislative requirements
• Newspaper
• Processes
• Staffing
• Traffic
• Others
Services respondents want decreased include:
• All Legislated services
• Administration
• Council
• Council committees
• Efficiencies
• E-services
• Others
Detailed comments to this question are contained in Appendix A.
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Parks and Open Spaces
•
•
•
•

Downtown streetscape
Maintain Cochrane Cemetery, St. Mary’s Cemetery, St. Andrew’s Cemetery
Parks, pathway, sports field maintenance: litter/refuse, plants, mowing, weeds, snow, surfaces
Outdoor rink, court surfaces

Would like to increase service level
Happy with current service level
Would like to decrease service level
Don't use service/unsure

Would like to increase service level

170

Happy with current service level

284

Would like to decrease service level

27

Don't use service/unsure

3

Services respondents want increased include:
• Activities for youth/teens
• All Parks and Open Spaces services
• Bathrooms
• Connectivity
• Maintenance
• More pathways/parks
• Natural spaces/wildlife
• Off-leash spaces
• Recreation spaces
• Signage
• Tourism
• Volunteers
• Others
Services respondents want decreased include:
• All Parks and Open Spaces services
• Costs
• Herbicides
• Maintenance
• Others
Detailed comments to this question are contained in Appendix A.
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Planning and Development
•
•
•
•

Land Use Bylaw administration (zoning)
Long-range planning (land use, development “blue print”)
Neighbourhood planning (land use design, infrastructure)
Planning applications and permits (development, subdivision, compliance)

Would like to increase service level
Happy with current service level
Would like to decrease service level
Don't use service/unsure

Would like to increase service level

118

Happy with current service level

207

Would like to decrease service level

115

Don't use service/unsure

39

Services respondents want increased include:
• All Planning and Development services
• Commercial
• Community involvement
• Connectivity
• Developers/ment/growth
• Efficiency
• Infrastructure
• Land use/long range planning/neighbourhoods
• Permits
• Traffic
• Work done in-house
• Others
Services respondents want decreased include:
• All Planning and Development services
• Businesses
• Bylaws
• Growth/slow development
• Infrastructure
• Land use/long range planning/neighbourhoods
• Permits
• Traffic
• Others
Detailed comments to this question are contained in Appendix A.
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Roads
•
•
•
•

Road maintenance
Snow and ice control
Storm sewer collection services
Traffic management operations and signals

Would like to increase service level
Happy with current service level
Would like to decrease service level
Don't use service/unsure

Would like to increase service level

187

Happy with current service level

270

Would like to decrease service level

25

Don't use service/unsure

0

Services respondents want increased include:
• All Roads services
• Connectivity
• Contractors
• Growth
• Infrastructure
• Maintenance
• Snow/ice control
• Traffic/traffic lights and signals
• Others
Services respondents want decreased include:
• Growth
• Maintenance
• Snow/ice control
• Traffic lights and signals
• Others
Detailed comments to this question are contained in Appendix A.
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Safety Codes
•
•

Building, electrical, gas, plumbing permits and inquiries
On-site inspections

Would like to increase service level
Happy with current service level
Would like to decrease service level
Don't use service/unsure

Would like to increase service level

31

Happy with current service level

352

Would like to decrease service level

35

Don't use service/unsure

69

Services respondents want increased include:
• Community safety
• Consistency
• E-services
• Growth
• Inspections
• More staff/increased service
• Others
Services respondents want decreased include:
• All Safety codes services
• E-services
• Fees
• Inspections
• Slow development
• User-pay
• Others
Detailed comments to this question are contained in Appendix A.
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Water/Wastewater
•
•
•
•

Wastewater collection
Water conservation
Water metering
Water treatment, distribution

Would like to increase service level
Happy with current service level
Would like to decrease service level
Don't use service/unsure

Would like to increase service level

29

Happy with current service level

421

Would like to decrease service level

27

Don't use service/unsure

10

Services respondents want increased include:
• Conservation
• Growth
• Restrictions
• Treatment
• Water license
• Others
Services respondents want decreased include:
• All Water/wastewater services
• Conservation
• Cost
• Outsource
• Treatment
• Others
Detailed comments to this question are contained in Appendix A.
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Waste, Recycling and Organics
•
•
•
•
•

Cochrane Eco Centre
Integrated waste management planning
Promotion, education (school programs, cart spot checks, waste diversion)
Residential collection
Special waste services (Christmas trees, shredding, compost)

Would like to increase service level
Happy with current service level
Would like to decrease service level
Don't use service/unsure

Would like to increase service level

75

Happy with current service level

357

Would like to decrease service level

47

Don't use service/unsure
Services respondents want increased include:
• Curbside collection
• Eco Centre
• Education
• Fees
• Large items/loads
• Organics
• Recycling program
• Special waste services/styrofoam
• Sustainability
• Waste bin
• Others

6

Services respondents want decreased include:
• All Waste, Recycling and Organics services
• Decrease pick-up
• Eco Centre
• Education
• Fees
• Organics
• Recycling program
• Waste bin
• Others
Detailed comments to this question are contained in Appendix A.
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Which statement best represents your position regarding taxation in Cochrane

I support a tax increase in order to enhance services
I support a tax increase in order to maintain services
I do not support a tax increase and wish to change services
I’m not sure or need to know more before deciding

I support a tax increase in order to enhance services

122

I support a tax increase in order to maintain services

68

I do not support a tax increase and wish to change services

193

I’m not sure or need to know more before deciding

108

190

Do you feel you are getting good value for your property taxes?

Yes
No
Not sure/need to know more before deciding
Does not matter to me

Yes

191

No

191

Not sure/need to know more before deciding

97

Does not matter to me

15
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Infrastructure is the assets such as sidewalks, roads, pipes, vehicles, buildings and equipment needed
to help deliver services to the community. Do you support the use of tax dollars to build financial
reserves for future infrastructure and maintenance?

Yes
No
Not sure/need to know more before deciding
Does not matter to me

Yes

342

No

67

Not sure/need to know more before deciding

82

Does not matter to me

2
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If you had an additional $100 to contribute towards a Town service, where would you allocate it?

Business Development

42

Communications

12

Community Safety

76

Community Services

99

Financial Services

2

Legislated Services

4

Parks and Open Spaces

174

Planning and Development

29

Roads

145

Water/Wastewater

17

Waste, Recycling and Organics

22

Infrastructure projects (e.g new amenities or major repairs)

108

Other

45
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Other comments regarding the allocation question:
Recreation
Do not support this question
Looks like the City is looking for cash with this type of questions.
Do not increase my taxes. I am barely getting by with this pandemic. Spend my money wisely.
Dog parks
Create community vegetable gardens
SENIORS SERVICES...AWARENESS AND SERVICES
Environmental protection, fulsome transparent review of financial spending.
If I were you and had an extra 100. It would have been overtaxation that gave it to me.
Third party oversight in reducing/streamlining our municipal govt.
Mon of the above. All adequately funded or overly Managment overly micro
I do not think that the budget kept by the town is reasonable. We are all on tight budgets. The town needs to prioritize
better civic planning to avoid costs in the future. For example: each community has only one access road. This is a serious
oversight. Another Example is the new development on Griffin Road. The road with its many traffic circle is already at
capacity. The town built a bridge to nowhere and the development on Griffin road hasn't even begun. To fill that area with
high density apartments and townhomes with no infrastructure is shortsighted. It will end up being a slum neighborhood
increasing crime, overload schools, overload roads. We don't have enough business in Cochrane to employ the citizens we
currently have, so all these new people will need to travel to Calgary clogging up the roads.
Street lights mentioned above and enhanced dog park . That’s it!
Parks and open spaces but not the water park that is a terrible idea.
AMBULANCES
Emergency Medical Services/ Hospital
Snow removal
public transit
Fire protection
Pedestrian bridges across the bow
Sidewalks in the East End
Local event support/sponsorship
Emergency services.
Bussing teansportation between calgary and Cochrane
Stop development until roads can handle traffic volumes and subdivisions made safer during emergencies by having more
than one way in and out.
Emergency services
That would be a waste of 100k
ambulance services
A new playground for Riverview community.
Fix the Bow Ridge retaining wall so my kids can play I my backyard and the stairs between the subdivisions will be fixed and
save for everyone to use and get reopened. How long will you keep that stairway path closed and not replaced- it’s been
over 11 years now?!! Don’t you think it’s enough time to fix this problem!
Hospital
Mountain bike trail
None
Cleaning out garbage bins along pathways. To date it has been disgusting.
This is not the time for any tax increases until this covid bs is ovet with
Mainly this is for parks. Watched dead trees in Bow Ridge for 4 years till the town did something. Oh that’s called water
you have got to be kidding
Sidewalks and crosswalks
Transit
I would keep it you waste enough of our money
Emergency services
Technology
Pay of debt!
Library
grey water use for new areas/ lawns
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Each year the cost to provide services increases. The Town has a number of financial tools that can be
used to balance the budget.
Tell us how much you support or oppose each of the following options. Please select one response for
each item.

Reduce the level of Town services (e.g. hours and services offered)

Strongly support
Somewhat support
Somewhat oppose
Strongly oppose
Neither support or oppose
Don’t know/unsure

Strongly support

64

Somewhat support

140

Somewhat oppose

98

Strongly oppose

111

Neither support or oppose

57

Don’t know/unsure

22

204

209
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Increase user fees for Town services that currently have fees (e.g. Eco Centre, water/wastewater,
permit fees)

Strongly support
Somewhat support
Somewhat oppose
Strongly oppose
Neither support or oppose
Don’t know/unsure

Strongly support

37

Somewhat support

134

Somewhat oppose

113

Strongly oppose

179

Neither support or oppose

22

Don’t know/unsure

8

171
292
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Postpone infrastructure projects (e.g. new amenities or major repairs)

Strongly support
Somewhat support
Somewhat oppose
Strongly oppose
Neither support or oppose
Don’t know/unsure

Strongly support

57

Somewhat support

106

Somewhat oppose

136

Strongly oppose

155

Neither support or oppose

28

Don’t know/unsure

10

163
291
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Increase residential property taxes

Strongly support
Somewhat support
Somewhat oppose
Strongly oppose
Neither support or oppose
Don’t know/unsure
Strongly support

21

Somewhat support

105

Somewhat oppose

100

Strongly oppose

233

Neither support or oppose

25

Don’t know/unsure

10

126
333
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Increase business property taxes

Strongly support
Somewhat support
Somewhat oppose
Strongly oppose
Neither support or oppose
Don’t know/unsure

Strongly support

83

Somewhat support

129

Somewhat oppose

104

Strongly oppose

108

Neither support or oppose

42

Don’t know/unsure

28

212
212
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Introduce new user fees for some Town services that currently have no fees

Strongly support
Somewhat support
Somewhat oppose
Strongly oppose
Neither support or oppose
Don’t know/unsure

Strongly support

44

Somewhat support

200

Somewhat oppose

65

Strongly oppose

110

Neither support or oppose

28

Don’t know/unsure

45

244
175

Is there anything else that you think Council needs to be aware of when they prepare their budgets?
Comments to this question are contained in Appendix B.
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Respondent demographic information:

Please select any of the following that apply to you:
I or someone in my household has a disability

50

There are seniors in my household

127

There are children (under 18) in my household

152

I have moved to Cochrane within the last 5 years

119

I have moved to Canada within the last 5 years

4

I was born outside of Canada

45

I identify as LGBTQ2S+

12

I identify as a visible minority

20

I am Aboriginal, Indigenous, First Nations, Métis, Inuk (Inuit)

14
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In which age category do you fall?
80+

6

70-79

37

60-69

96

50-59

109

40-49

103

30-39

106

20-29

19

15-19

0
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Which of the following applies to you? *Choose all that apply:
Live in Cochrane and own my own home

433

Live in Cochrane and rent

34

Live in Cochrane but do not rent or own

5

Own/operate a business in Cochrane and rent my business property

20

Own/operate a business in Cochrane and own my business property

39
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How did you hear about this survey?
Other

11

Town office

11

Word of mouth

16

Community Group

7

Social Media

367

Newspaper

72
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Appendix A
Detailed comments regarding departmental service level
increases and decreases.
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Topic
Local Business Support
Local Business Support

Local Business Support
Local Business Support
Local Business Support
Local Business Support
Local Business Support
Local Business Support
Local Business Support
Local Business Support
Local Business Support
Local Business Support
Local Business Support
Local Business Support
Local Business Support
Local Business Support
Local Business Support
Local Business Support
Local Business Support
Local Business Support
Local Business Support
Local Business Support
Local Business Support
Local Business Support
Local Business Support

Local Business Support
Local Business Support

Local Business Support
Local Business Support
Local Business Support
New Business Attraction / Job
Creation

PLEASE EXPLAIN WHAT SPECIFIC BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT
SERVICE YOU WOULD INCREASE
Local business support
Local Business Support and Retention
Especially with covid, maybe the town can help support local businesses more. As a local
home business, I’ve been struggling a lot with covid. I paid my business license but at the same
time, it doesn’t feel like there is support for us. The town wants us to pay licensing fees but
where is our support?
Local business support and retention
Covid has meant the closure of many things. Also the population is growing and we need more
in general.
Local business support and retention
Small business around historic downtown
Local business support and retention
Local business support
Local business support
Support local
Due to the current state of covid shutdowns, we need to support our local small businesses to
help ensure they can keep their doors open.
Would like to see more more support for small local shops to stay open and encourage new
small vendors. Main Street is so empty
Make it easier for people to do business in Cochrane with small business incentives, I am for
larger business support if it provides 500 or more jobs
Local business support and retention
Support and retention
Local business support and retention
Support and retention
Local business support and retention
Overall just think small business support needs to be a priority.
Local Business support
Better balance on supporting small business.
I’d like to see more help for our local small businesses. Any financial help to be able to keep
our local small businesses running
Locally made retail outlets
Support, retention and new business attraction
It is more important to support small independent business, rather than making room for big
bo stores. I do not want to see a store like Walmart lead to the demise of small businesses
Partnership & business development
I think it’s extremely important to support the local existing businesses in town especially given
the pandemic. It’s very handy to have small businesses accessible to us and it gives the town a
smaller community feel
support to businesses
more availability for and support to local businesses
We need support for new business and job creation. We need more places people can work
and live in Cochrane. These need to be beyond service industry.
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New Business Attraction / Job
Creation
New Business Attraction / Job
Creation
New Business Attraction / Job
Creation
New Business Attraction / Job
Creation
New Business Attraction / Job
Creation
New Business Attraction / Job
Creation

New Business Attraction / Job
Creation
New Business Attraction / Job
Creation
New Business Attraction / Job
Creation
New Business Attraction / Job
Creation
New Business Attraction / Job
Creation
New Business Attraction / Job
Creation
New Business Attraction / Job
Creation
New Business Attraction / Job
Creation
New Business Attraction / Job
Creation
New Business Attraction / Job
Creation
New Business Attraction / Job
Creation
New Business Attraction / Job
Creation
New Business Attraction / Job
Creation
New Business Attraction / Job
Creation
New Business Attraction / Job
Creation
New Business Attraction / Job
Creation
New Business Attraction / Job
Creation
New Business Attraction / Job
Creation
New Business Attraction / Job
Creation
New Business Attraction / Job
Creation

Overall budget remains the same but move dollars into this key area. Managers should have
clear KPI’S linked to the number of businesses attracted.
Make Cochrane the place to come and do business, offer incentives
Can Cochrane in someway advertise that we are open for business. We have the old Ford and
Dodge buildings empty and the old Can. Tire building available.
More small businesses in residential areas
Red tape needs to be removed for new businesses. Quicker turnaround on applications.
Revamp LUB to make Cochrane more business friendly.
New business attraction, Cochrane has a much lower business population than okotoks
depsite having the same resident population
New business attraction. Cochrane desperately needs to build a core of non-service business
that provides non-minimum wage employment opportunities. Garmin is a greatexample of the
kind of business we need to make Cochrane an attractive environment for.
Lumber supplier / big box hardware store, don't want to drive to Calgary anymore
Support existing and attract new businesses
Home Depot or Lowe’s, Costco
New business attraction as well as sustainable to shop lical
Anything in Sunset
New business attraction
Lowes or Home Depot
Expand businesses and services in Cochrane, add rentable office space for people that work
remotely. Can you get people to come to Cochrane to work remotely and your the the
mountains temporarily.
Would love a homesense, micheals, Home Depot
New business attraction
More businesses towards heartland area
More office style buildings and businesses to diversify
We need more business like factories to sustain people living in Cochrane
New commercial to light industrial business
New business and current retention
New business attractions
New business attraction, local business support and retention
New business attraction
Winners, Home Sense, Costco
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clothing stores, another grocery store

New Business Attraction / Job
Creation

Attract new high tech businesses in order to increase ratio of taxes from business

New Business Attraction / Job
Creation

Town needs more big corporate businesses - need a bigger tax base and more employment for
professionals. Currently town is too focused on entry level job providers like retail spaces. The
big guys pay more taxes and bring in jobs that pay people who buy bigger houses and pay
more taxes.

New Business Attraction / Job
Creation

New business attraction

New Business Attraction / Job
Creation

new business attraction

New Business Attraction / Job
Creation

Local business support and retention New business attraction.. Tourism would be nice too

New Business Attraction / Job
Creation

new businesses and local businesses

New Business Attraction / Job
Creation

I’d like to see less red tape and more consumer focused businesses here.

New Business Attraction / Job
Creation

Arts and culture

Other

Ambulance services

Other

Inspections

Other

Help with fees and taxes

Other

any co. to help tax base

Other

Getting this info over the Net rather than our town paper we are very disappointed to hear the
the Cochrane Primary care is closing. What will happen to the seniors here in the town that
may not be able to drive into Calgary? Now that is a business that has to be sustainable. What
is the use of increasing other businesses when the most IMPORTANT one is closing?

Other

Emergency services such as fire and ems

Other

Revamp of historic street to be more commercial and pedestrian-friendly. Larger firms in
flanking areas. Denser core.

Other

Education universities

Other

Tourism,sport

Tourism

Mountain Biking is BOOMING in Alberta, especially with Covid. Would like to see backing of the
Cochrane Bike Society with building of trails and driving of people out to Cochrane which would
in turn support a lot of our local businesses.

Tourism

Downtown businesses should be there that would attract toursits/locals not eye doctorsm
gyms, pet food stores and the like

Tourism

PLEASE EXPLAIN WHAT SPECIFIC BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT
SERVICE YOU WOULD DECREASE

Topic
All

All

All

Local business support and retention, new business attraction, local partnerships

All

In all areas!

All

All

Business Licence

I don't see any services that help local businesses. Companies from areas not located in Cochrane
should pay higher fees for TOC licensing. The last time I paid for a license in Calgary as a business
based out of Cochrane, I paid $800+. We could consider a similar pricing system.

Business Licence

Business license admin. These services should be available 100% on-line.

Business Licence

Delete all services except business licence administration from the budget
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Business Licence

Decrease all except business licence. Hold the line on admin cost

New Business Attraction

New business attraction

Other

I have a family business but all these services are focused on retail or storefront

Other

Why am I paying for Spray Lakes sports center when I can’t afford to use it? Why am I paying for roads
to be plowed when my street doesn’t get plowed? Why am I paying for an Eco center that has the most
inconvenient hours in Alberta?

Other

Keep cochrane small, keep the city folk in the city and the country folk that don’t just want to shop for
their past time in the city.

Other

Quit spending all our money

Other

Car dealer ships

Other

Proposals submitted by the manager have no measured KPI and have no merit.

Other

No new business comimg to town except one the pay low wages.Town needs to us my contract
services.

Other

Stop new business until the roads can be widened and better in/out of town

Other

Stop foisting your social engineering on us

Separate Town + Business

Business should be completely self sufficient. The Chamber should be arms reach from local elected
officials and administration.

Separate Town + Business

Cochrane Chamber and Tourism should be self-sufficient. Businesses should promote their own "shop
Cochrane", not the Town.

Separate Town + Business

Business attraction. Tax dollars should not be recirculated in business retention. That’s what a strong
Chamber of Commerce will do.

Separate Town + Business

The Town seems to be growing naturally on its own. I’m not convinced that active efforts to attract
businesses add value. Keeping Cochrane a liveable destination that is competitive in terms of taxes
and fees (so, basically, emphasizing Town government efficiency) is a more than adequate attraction
mechanism in itself. Additional programs aren’t necessary.

Separate Town + Business

The Cochrane dollar was a flop. I would like to see the TOC support local businesses without getting
overly involved

Separate Town + Business

Let business take care of them selves, reduce red tape and gate keeper behaviours and get out of the
way!

Separate Town + Business

Too much bureaucracy from the ToC at tax payers money.

Shop Cochrane

Shop COCHRANE

Shop Cochrane

Shop Cochrane Administration

Shop Cochrane

shop cochrane and local business support

Shop Cochrane

Shop Chochrane admin

PLEASE EXPLAIN WHAT SPECIFIC CIVIL LAND DEVELOPMENT
DEPARTMENT SERVICE YOU WOULD INCREASE

Topic
All
All
Developers
Developers
Developers
Developers
Developers

All three
All of the above
Again, when the developers run the whole thing. The neighborhood floods, then we deal with
the fallout. (2019)
more fied inspections required for developments
Relates closely to civic planning. this department would benefitmassively from vastly tighter
civic planning & development standards. Developers and builders need to be held accountable
for a share of infrastructure costs and development
Too many condos developed cero new roads. Traffic is horrible
you have let the developers rule, get a grip on this, I corporate more green spaces, stop building
a city and build a community. Keep the small town charm, if you want a city move to Calgary
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Developers
Developers
Developers
Erosion/Sediment Control
Erosion/Sediment Control

Erosion/Sediment Control
Erosion/Sediment Control
Erosion/Sediment Control
Erosion/Sediment Control
Erosion/Sediment Control
Erosion/Sediment Control
Erosion/Sediment Control
Erosion/Sediment Control
Erosion/Sediment Control
Field inspections
Field inspections
Field inspections
Growth
Growth
Growth
Growth
Growth

Growth

only if town is prepared to make developers pay for more infrastructure costs, increase green
space
I live in Hertiage Hills and nothing has been done to deal with the retail space. Looks like a loss
for an owner that cares nothing for our community.
costs should be borne by developers/builders
erosion, sediment control
Erosion
Fix the retaining wall in Bow Ridge - put that in your budget this year! Fix a problem that has
nothing to do with the home owners but all to do with a faulty retaining wall like Glen Eagles.
Step up Cochrane and fix a problem in your back yard and stop ignoring the Elephant in the
room, before all the homes and their backyards come tumbling down.
Erosion, sediment control (new developments)
erosion sediment control
Make sure new developments are on stable land.
erosion, sediment control
Look at the erosion at the Tim Ulfaman park so the Bow River doesn't take even more of the
park
making sure new developments are not allowed to build on lands not suitable for development
such as steep slope gradients
erosion, sediment control
erosion
Field inspections
field inspections need to be increased. poor construction QC from develpers result in very
expensive operating costs for the Town after we take ownership.
Increase field insp. + erosion control in new areas "Developer oversight"
Managing the growth and ensuring that no short cuts are being taken. That proper reports and
analysis are happening and subdivisions are completed to the standard that has been outlined.
New infrastructure
Slow down residential growth. Lets let infastructure catch up.
Discuss stopping houseing development until we get more infrastructure, we are growing too
fast.
As per above - must address size of population that can be served effectively
Would like to see more long range consideration regarding whether our environment and
ecology can cope with development and whether we actually need growth and what the
economic and infrastructure implications might be on the existing population. Growth is not
always positive and has to be carefully planned

Natural
areas/parks/pathways

Would like to see more parks and rec areas developed, mtn bike trails etc

Natural
areas/parks/pathways

Increase focus on ecology & enhancing sustainability; more trees, more natural areas @
structures, less destroying natural environs

Natural
areas/parks/pathways

Missing out on some pathways and better connecting to other communities

Other

Have better engineering partners that are capable of working with our very challenging terrain,
rather than building as fast as possible in areas such as the green drop wash pond and sides
of hills(glen eagles) improve the team.
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Plan better, look at the road that done connect in the quarry, don't let builders and developers
run the show, add sports fields playgrounds, outdoor rinks to new communities. Erosion is an
issue in many new communities, the construction garbage that blows around should be
addressed, and the mud that that construction vehicles leave on the streets repeatedly is an
issue. Hold developers/ contractors responsible for fixing roads after they do utility tie ins after
the initial patch.

Other
Other

Accessibility & Indigenous input

Other
Other
Other
Other
Other
Road planning
Road planning

Road planning
Road planning
Road planning
Subdivision standards
Subdivision standards
Subdivision standards

allowing residents to go into residential area without being fined,,,mountain street,,,excessive
mileage ,,un necessary ,,,construction starting soon,,,decrease noise level? sidewalks down
centre street for residents to walk on,,,
Annexed land
More oversight during construction projects
We need more diligence in new construction sites before building permit approvals
new infrastructure
New communities have only one access road in/out
1. Too many past mistakes in planning of developments and roads (+40 years). Let's not
repeat! 2. Consider passive solar positioning (orientation) of housing.
Who ever thought it was a good idea to build all (or nearly all) subdivisions with only one point
of entrance and exit? For those of us in West Valley, Terrace and Pointe - I want to know what
your plan is if there is a train derailment that results in the dumping of toxic substances. How is
there any way that these areas could be evacuated fast enough with only the Quigley Dr. and
West Rock Rd.?
Roads
Let's get new roads going.
Subdivision standards needs more attention
This would help ensure specs are followed and provide better foundation for administration to
accept/take ownership of new developments
Subdivision designs
Enough with the high density as it creates massive parking issues.

Topic
All

Developers
Developers
Erosion/Sediment Control
Field inspections
Field inspections
Other
Other
Other
Other
Other

PLEASE EXPLAIN WHAT SPECIFIC CIVIL ALND DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT
SERVICE YOU WOULD DECREASE
All of them
What does it matter about new subdivisions, the town is in the pocket of the developers. Public
consultations are a farce. Look at what happened with the Retreat consultation up on Retreat land.
Steamroll us with public consult only to offer a survey at the end and change results. Very frustrating.
Why does the ToC has to pay for something the developers should be doing in the first place. ToC
should set requirements that need to comply with
erosion sediment
Field inspections
Not follow up or field inspections
How about focusing on the already developed areas that have issues, such as bow ridge? Property
values are sinking here while they flourish everywhere else.
New developments is not a priority, when crime is increasing in town.
Make it easier for developments to build homes in the area. Housing supply shortage in the country
due to strict regulations by government.
Stop foisting your social engineering on us
Quit spending all our money
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Slow Development/Growth
Slow Development/Growth
Slow Development/Growth
Slow Development/Growth
Slow Development/Growth

Slow Development/Growth
Slow Development/Growth
Slow Development/Growth
Slow Development/Growth
Slow Development/Growth
Slow Development/Growth
Slow Development/Growth
Slow Development/Growth
Slow Development/Growth
Slow Development/Growth
Slow Development/Growth
Slow Development/Growth
Slow Development/Growth
Slow Development/Growth
Slow Development/Growth
Slow Development/Growth
Slow Development/Growth
Slow Development/Growth
Slow Development/Growth
Slow Development/Growth

Topic
All
Major Projects
Major Projects
Other
Other
Other

We have too many new communities. Town has no infrastructure to carry on with the development.
Stop building new neighborhoods now, we don’t want to be a suburb of Calgary!!
Stop increasing, Cochrane is known as a small town and will soon just be another Airdrie
Stop development
More development not needed
I would like to decrease the budget line because I don't see any of this happening. Cochrane is
becoming a slum with cheap houses on tiny lots. Our urban sprawl is ridiculous. I propose that any
new developments fill in the undeveloped areas of Cochrane. These new developments need to be
high end homes not high density cheap infills where the owners need support services but rather are
self sufficient and make the town a better place to live.
Getting to populated
Ban new development until services catch up.
Keep the population down
There should be zero new development in Cochrane at this time. We cannot fund nor use all the empty
spaces in current development.
stop approving new developments, period.
Cochrane is outgrowing itself. Time to cut back development.
Cochrane is growing too fast.
Until we fix our infrastructure, no further building or zoning should be done
No more new sub divisions
Obviously development in Cochrane needs to be reassessed... we cannot handle more communities
with the infrastructure we have
Again not sure it could be any worse. Stop the development!!
We do not need more development
The expansion in Cochrane is happening to fast , with out any thought process for traffic , also the
more big box stores in Cochrane will ruin the small family ran shops , the town needs to settle the
building of new homes till the 1A and 22 are finished,
No more development of any kind
Infrastructure should be decreased to not further encourage future/ new developments
land development should be on hold until infrastructure can support growth, we are maxed out
currently
As said before, we need to stop the level for development
subdivision/residential development
stop building new homes until proper roads are built

PLEASE EXPLAIN WHAT SPECIFIC COMMUNICATIONS DEPARTMENT
SERVICE YOU WOULD INCREASE
Communications need to increase
Would like to see a more real time communication on large projects. Road construction, major
council decisions
Provide more information to the communities on plans etc
Improved communication with the town communication department in relation with
enforcement and requirements when dealing with investigative matters
Lack of consistent application of communication.
Social events calendars and more visible announcements
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Basically exactly what I said above: Mountain Biking is BOOMING in Alberta, especially with
Covid. Would like to see backing of the Cochrane Bike Society with building of trails and driving
of people out to Cochrane which would in turn support a lot of our local businesses.

Other
Other

It’s poor right now at best
Increased attention for tourism means growing town from ground up and supporting
businesses. Standing wave would have been an AMAZING opportunity, but you've already
failed.

Other

I would like to see the completion of the town of cochrane app. I think this is a fantastic tool
that can be used to bridge gaps between all user groups of all spaces in cochrane.

Other
Other
Other
Other
Public Engagement
Public Engagement
Public Engagement
Public Engagement
Public Engagement
Public Engagement
Public Engagement
Social Media
Social Media

I didn’t know the town even offers services
Programs available for seniors
promote more culture and art
More public engagement. Regular updates to website
Public engagement with a diversity of perspectives
Public engagement
Public engagement
Public engagement with hard to reach populations.
Public engagement
Public engagement
Town media,
Town social media
More info about new and changes to town business and services in more social media
channels. Especially Facebook

Social Media
Town Services
Town Services
Town Services
Town Services

Topic
All
All
All
Digital Signs
Digital Signs
Mayor/Council
Mayor/Council
Media
Media
One Platform
One Platform
One Platform

Promote town services etc
Promote town services and activities
Town services, programs, events
Promoting town services, programs, events and opportunities

PLEASE EXPLAIN WHAT SPECIFIC COMMUNICATIONS DEPARTMENT SERVICE
YOU WOULD DECREASE
all
Media relations, promotion, public engagement and advertising
all - needs to be simplified, streamlined
The money wasted on 2 outdated light bright outdoor signs needs to be recovered.
Very little communicatioins.Bill boards or light sign do not work.
Way to much self promotion by our current Mayor.
The elected officials are too busy self printing rather than consulting and providing unbiased and
factual information. My taxes better not be paying for our completely absent and vacuous MLA and
MP.
Media in general
Media and digital marketing
can be simplified overall using one platform
media relations, promoting Programs - use the website
Delete all but website from budget
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In particular town social media, website, and media services aren't critical to the town's function and
should be scaled back in order to manage costs. The only critical elements are public engagement
and promotion of town services and every effort should be made to ensure they are cost effective.

One Platform

I need to see more “acting” then “talking” about what you’d like to see done, enough already, we’ve
heard it all for years!

Other
Other
Other
Other
Other

There is no need for everything you are wasting money on.
Stop expanding un requested public services. keep communication to the needful
Stop foisting your social engineering on us
Quit spending all our money

Other
Other
Publications/Advertising
Publications/Advertising
Publications/Advertising

Decrease media, Ads, media/web - as Cochrane has a 'rep' stronger than airdrie and calgary
Publications, advertising, PR
Publications advertising
Print and radio promotion
Social media is not a suitable place for local government expenditure and as such should be cut

Social Media
Social Media

decrease social media usage especially Twitter and Facebook
Town website works very well, Facebook posts are working Greta and are low cost, the video
production was a total waste of taxpayer dollars

Video

Department
Fire/ME/RCMP

Promotion of Cochrane events should stay within Cochrane. There is not enough space & parking for
the Cochrane citizens

Topic
All

Fire/ME/RCMP/ES All
Fire/ME/RCMP/ES All
Fire/ME/RCMP/ES All
Fire/ME/RCMP/ES All
All
All
EMS
Ambulance/EMS
Ambulance/EMS
EMS
Ambulance/EMS
EMS
EMS

PLEASE EXPLAIN WHAT SPECIFIC COMMUNITY SAFETY
DEPARTMENT SERVICE YOU WOULD INCREASE
All, obvi.
All of the above

All of it!

They always need more support

All
All of the above
All
emergency services (assuming that includes ambulance/EMT)
Ambulance services!
Emergency services, speed of ambulances

Ambulance/EMS

We DO NOT need more fire resource, in fact with smarter building codes,
we could maintain the fire service we have. We need more RCMP officers
and lobby AHS to keep and Ambulance in our community, and NO fire is
not the answer to our EMS issues.

Ambulance/EMS

I would like to see the ambulances be available for Cochrane and area
residents. I have seen in the hospitals our ambulance personnel waiting
with patients. We do not want to see the RCMP budget cut.
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EMS

Ambulance/EMS

I think we need to focus on increasing our emergency services as the
town grows. It would also be nice to have a the community health centre
to be 24 hours instead of being open until10 pm.

EMS
EMS

Ambulance/EMS
Ambulance/EMS

More ambulances, urgent care open 24/7

EMS
EMS

Ambulance/EMS
Ambulance/EMS

EMS
EMS
EMS

Ambulance/EMS
Ambulance/EMS
Ambulance/EMS

Specifically, an increase in ambulatory availability. Of concern is that
Cochrane’s ambulance service is not available when called to NW
Calgary. Cochrane is without a hospital and timely access to medical
emergencies is of great concern.
Would like emergency services such as ambulance to be in town all the
time not sent to Calgary or surrounding towns or city’s we need them
available here
Concerned about ambulance service
Emergency services. With the town the size that it is we can not have
EMS services in the red with no available ambulances for several hours.
ambulance service
Need dedicated paramedics for the community.

EMS

Ambulance/EMS

I keep hearing about Cochrane’s Ambulances required in Calgary due to
the AHS sharing of resources. I’d like to see continued advocacy for our
community to ensure no Cochrane residents ever need to wait for our
resources to get back from Calgary to save a life.

EMS

Ambulance/EMS

Ambulance and paramedical services need to be a priority for Cochrane
and not secondary to Calgary.

EMS
EMS
EMS

Ambulance/EMS
Ambulance/EMS
Ambulance/EMS

EMS
EMS
EMS

Ambulance/EMS
Ambulance/EMS
Ambulance/EMS

EMS
EMS
EMS

Ambulance/EMS
Ambulance/EMS
Ambulance/EMS

EMS
EMS
EMS
EMS

Ambulance/EMS
Ambulance/EMS
Ambulance/EMS
Ambulance/EMS

EMS
RCMP/EMS
EMS
EMS

Ambulance/EMS
Ambulance/EMS
Ambulance/EMS
Ambulance/EMS

EMS
FIRE EMS
EMS
EMS
EMS

Ambulance/EMS
Ambulance/EMS
Ambulance/EMS
Ambulance/EMS
Ambulance/EMS

Either add more ambulances or extend the hours/scope of urgent care so
ambulances don’t have to transport patients to Calgary and get tied up
there leaving the community with limited or no ambulance. Or even better
advocate for a 24 hour hospital.
EMS care is a huge problem
ambulance - making sure there is always an ambulance available
EMS services are being allocated to Calgary. We have been without
ambulance service for over 40 minutes. It is unacceptable.
Ambulance & RCMP
We need an Ambulance servie. 24hour emergency care. Hospital
As the town continues to grow we will need increased security and law
enforcement and health services like ambulance and EMT’s
Extend to 24hr service at the Heath Services Center.
More local emts and ambulances
Having Urgent Care open 24/7. We are around 30,000 people when
should this service be available?
Urgent care needs to be 24/7 and we NEED another ambulance, at least.
24/7 Urgent care
Faster times, more ambulances
I would like to be sure that we have enough ambulance available at all
times
Ambulance service and RCMP
24 hour urgent care is desperately needed in Cochrane!
We need more EMS!! And longer hours at urgent care
Original police station from 35+ years ago from when i was a child kenny
fucked with the ambulance response times
Ambulance services and fire services
Would like to see more ambulances that stay in Cochrane.
emergency care 24 hours - ambulance in Town
Ambulance...need more
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EMS
EMS

Ambulance/EMS
Ambulance/EMS

EMS

Ambulance/EMS

EMS
EMS
EMS
EMS
EMS
ME

Ambulance/EMS
Ambulance/EMS
Ambulance/EMS
Ambulance/EMS
Ambulance/EMS
Animals/Pet
Ownership

ME

Animals/Pet
Ownership
Animals/Pet
Ownership

ES

Animals/Pet
Ownership
Emergency
Operations
Emergency
Operations
Emergency
Operations

ME

Increase service

ME
ES
ES

ME
ME

Fire/ME/RCMP
ME
Fire
RCMP
RCMP/ ES

Increase service
Increase service

Increase service
Increase service
Increase service
Increase service
Increase service

24 hour urgent care
emergency operations (ambulance service)
Our emergency services are spread too thin. EMS response is getting to a
life threatening level some days
I would like to see us go back to our own ambulance service not wait for
one out of the city
Ambulance services
We need more MEDICAL services
Ambulance need to be available for proper responses
We need a 24 hour emergency center or our own hospital
Cochrane is getting dirty, dog pooping and people are not cleaning after
their pups. There is no enforcement at all when it comes to that.
We need ACTIVE enforcement for bylaw infractions. Boy just reactionary.
Dog owners have gotten away with so much harm in our community.
Peace officers need to be out and monitoring and actually ticketing for off
leash violations, and all the dog poo everywhere. Also as a dog owner I do
think we need to separate near Spraylakes as I have seen dogs chase
runners and bikes, and the owners are too far away to react properly. And
the idiots that go out on the ice with their dogs! The fire department
should not have to babysit us. Pathways ARE for moving people, dog
parks need their own space. And encore in our dog parks too- injuries and
poop a plenty!
Not enough bylaw tickets handed out. Some dog owners are simply
dangerous and getting away with it!
animal services apparantly can afford even a sign to remind people that
Cochrane Ranche is not an off leash area, never mind the man power to
patrol it. The number of free roaming cats is ridiculous.
Emergency Operations
more emergency preparedness, want more police/firefighters/EMS on
standby, with the numbers growing in town we NEED to be prepared for
emergency!
Emergency operations
Provide Municipal Enforcement with all the authorities available to them
through the province. Increase funding to allow the addition of two more
officers
I'd like to see more local Municipal Enforcement. They can only do so
much with small numbers of staff. They are much more responsive than
RCMP. Also more in tune with our community.
municipal enforcement
Community safety is at the forefront of most municipalities. All services
require the staff and equipment that is necessary to do their jobs.
Ensuring that we have proper emergency plans in place and the staff that
is trained to protect are community. The demands on these sections ahs
increased over the years with growth and public expectations. Staff levels
have not increased to match the requested service levels. This places the
staff in jeopardy and overall community safety at risk. Peace Officers are
asked to do more daily and COVID has shown that with extra duties
added with public health orders.
More municipal enforcement on dog owners, noise, vehicles
Additional fireball
RCMP
RCMP & Emergency Services
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Fire/ME/RCMP/ES Increase service
Fire/ME/RCMP/ES Increase service
EMS/ME
Increase service
ME/RCMP
Increase service

All of it and increase the pay they receive.

All of the above
We need additional EMS and police
RCMP / Peace Officers patrols

RCMP/EMS

Increase service

More RCMP services to prevent crime more talks with the provincial
government about supplying a ambulance services that the town can
depend on. If you ask for better EMS services. The population is ageing
and there will be more demand and slow response if we don’t agure for
more.

Fire/ME

Increase service

We are drastically short on the number of police officers and firefighters
for a town as large as ours!

Fire/ME/RCMP/ES Increase service
RCMP/FIRE
ME
Fire/ME/RCMP/ES
ES
Fire/ME/ES
ES
RCMP/ES
ME
RCMP
FIRE
RCMP
RCMP/EMS
ME
ME/EMS
ME

Increase service
Increase service
Increase service
Increase service
Increase service
Increase service
Increase service
Increase service
Increase service
Increase service
Increase service
Increase service
Increase service
Increase service
Increase service

Fire/ME/RCMP/ES Increase service
ES
Increase service

We need more people! For a town this size you are so cheap on
enforcement and protection.
Would like to see more RCMP officers in town, we also need more
Firefighters on duty
More bylaw enforcement
I am happy with service but I have-heard- we have a shortage.. since I
haven't been personally affected, but in a growing community there is
value in these services being supported
Emergency services specifically in The T of C
General Emergency Services, Police, Fire and EMS
Emergency services
Emergency services and RCMP.
Additional Sheriff and Bylaw postings. Additional Ems Resourses.
Would like to specifically see an increase in RCMP member numbers
Need a fire station south of river—Riversong, Fireside, South Bow
RCMP
RCMP / EMS
Petty crime—vehicle breakins and such—has seemed to increase (I don’t
know exact numbers but that’s perception). More police/peace officer
patrols in residential neighborhoods in the evenings would be good.
Patrols in high use areas for public safety, all kids should be able to use
skate park with out fears of the teens fighting. EMS it’s scary that
COCHRANE can be without an ambulance as they get routed to calgary.
Municipal Enforcement
Our town is getting too big. We need to increase fire, RCMP, and EMS.
Emergency Operations

ME

Increase service

Would like more municipal enforcement officers out and about on the
streets and pathways

ES

Increase service

Specifically emergency services only. RCMP seems to waste more time
giving out tickets then things that are productive to our community

Fire/ME/RCMP/ES Increase service
RCMP
Increase service
ME

Increase service

24 hour emergency department
RCMP
Municipal enforcement - more education of bylaws and enforcement for
those who fail to follow them.
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RCMP
ME
FIRE/ME
FIRE

Increase service
Increase service
Increase service
Increase service

FIRE EMS

Increase service

ME
FIRE
ES
RCMP

Increase service
Increase service
Increase service
Increase service

Fire/ME/RCMP/ES
ME
RCMP
ME
ME

Increase service
Increase service
Increase service
Increase service
Increase service

ME/RCMP
RCMP
FIRE/ES
Fire/RCMP
ME/RCMP
ME
RCMP
FIRE/ES

Increase service
Increase service
Increase service
Increase service
Increase service
Increase service
Increase service
Increase service

ME

Increase service

Fire/ME/RCMP/ES Increase service
FIRE
RCMP
ME

Increase service
Increase service
Increase service

FIRE
Fire/RCMP
RCMP

Increase service
Increase service
Increase service

ME
FIRE

Increase service
Increase service

Fire/ME/RCMP/ES Increase service

Need more RCMP officers
Municipal Enforcement
Fire and both bylaw and police
Fire Services
Because of Cochrane’s growth, we require more, cMP, Fire and
ambulance service.
More CPOs would mean coverage in town for more hours per week.
Maybe they could be more proactive in certain areas instead of working
on a complaint basis.
More trucks and staff on fire/medic services
Better emergency services
RCMP
Crime is increasing in cochrane. Safety needs to be a priority for next
budget.
Municipal Enforcement
More RCMP visibility in Town of Cochrane, not just Sheriffs
municipal enforcement
Police
The crime is visably increasing because of the increase in populationespecially high dentistry cheap housing... therefore more crime due to low
socioeconomic status.
RCMP
Fire Services, Emergency Operations
Grossly under supported in fire/RCMP and EMS
RCMP, increase Municipal Enforcement staff
More police.
More RCMP
Fire & emergency services
Need more police officers to prevent all the car threats, break ins, and
people not adhering to Covid rules
There is a lot that can be incorporated into keeping our community safe
and healthy. Providing our front line workers with enough tools is
paramount!
I would appreciate the town increasing the level at which our fire service
operates. Increase in specality teams, training and workforce power (24 7
staffed positions)
RCMP
Enforcement related to Mitford Park parking lot.
Add additional Firefighters to follow a one to 1000 model. No need to hire
more RCMP, i feel they are well enough funded and the resources the
Town keeps giving are either not filled due to vacancies or used
throughout the region.
Fire, emergency and RCMP
RCMP
Need more bylaw officers and better enforcement in the right areas.
Bylaws need a review.
Fire Services
increase service level not spend more money on them. better utilization of
bylaw officers to enforce existing laws/standards
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Fire/ME/RCMP/ES Increase service

they could ALL use more support
More fire support, and RCMP IN town and not having to service the
surrounding area so much. Establish a plan for our own local
enforcement since we have to give notice so far in advance to leave
contract.

Fire/RCMP
RCMP

Increase service
Increase service

ES

Increase service

We need to ensure our emergency services are protected for our
community

EMS

Increase service

Keep our services in Cochrane.. leave ambulances here and stop allowing
Calgary using our ambulances

Fire/ME/RCMP/ES Increase service
RCMP
Increase service
ME/RCMP
ME/RCMP
FIRE

Increase service
New building
New building
New building

FIRE

New building

RCMP/EMS

Other
Other
Other
other
Other
Other
Other
Other
Traffic

ME/RCMP

Traffic

ME/RCMP
ME/RCMP

Traffic
Traffic

Traffic
Traffic

More involvement from rcmp

Service level is actually good, but the focus is not. It seems that Morely
and the Stoney Nakota reserve uses a disproportionate share of the
resources, leaving other areas underserviced.
Push for reserve to have their own rcmp, we should not be paying that bill
By law should spend more time in town than on highway giving speeding
tickets. They are town employed
Build the new municipal building
Build the new Protective Services Centre
We need a second fire hall
Add additional fire halls engine companies for Fireside, Sunset
communities. Establish a transport capable EMS first response unit. Add
one additional police officer per shift.
Community safety needs full and transparent review. There is a definite
need for localized police over site.
Crime is in the rise
Ambulance and RCMP, use the fire dept budget
Cops won't even come to an accident if nobody is "injured"
Wait times for police are atrocious.
77 sunvalley road is a train wreak
would like judges to be more severe with their sentences
Policing
Increase of Traffic within the Town, which has equated to an increase in
poor driving. Developers making a huge mess and don't seem to care.
There are far too many police dealing with traffic enforcement with a
radar gun opposed to properly community policing. More police officers
would assist in being able to deal with both traffic needs but also crime
prevention and calls for service
Need better policing Too many ppl driving over the speed limit and
running red lights. Especially at nite
Would love more traffics support.
I realize that the RCMP are taxed and it is hard for them to police to the
extent that is needed in Cochrane, but they need to acknowledge that
many drivers in Cochrane believe that a STOP sign is a yield. Most people
do not stop at intersections when they are supposed to. One of the worst
locations is southbound Hwy. 22 at Quigley Dr. - nearly everybody who
comes to a red light at this spot does not stop on their way to Quigley.
Moreover, they turn into the far lane, so they can turn left at A&W. Also,
what is with the speed trap at the Ranchehouse road? RCMP need to
focus on the actual dangerous drivers, like those who fail to stop when
they are supposed to, who drive aggressively and those WHO PASS LEFT
TRUNING VEHICLES AT WEST ROCK ROAD - DO THEY NOT KNOW THAT
IT IS ILLEGAL TO PASS ON THE RIGHT SIDE OF A VEHICLE TURNING
LEFT ON A HIGHWAY???
Intersections dangerous, roads unsupervised
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ME/RCMP

Traffic

Department
ME

Traffic law enforcement

PLEASE EXPLAIN WHAT SPECIFIC COMMUNITY SAFETY
DEPARTMENT SERVICE YOU WOULD DECREASE

Topic
Decrease Service

Fire/ME/RCMP/ES Decrease Service
ME/RCMP
Decrease Service
ME

Decrease Service

ME/RCMP

Decrease Service

FIRE

Decrease Service

FIRE

Decrease Service

ME
RCMP

Decrease Service
Decrease Service

ME
FIRE
RCMP

Decrease Service
Decrease Service
Decrease Service

RCMP

Decrease Service

ME
RCMP

Decrease Service
Decrease Service
Other
Other
Other
Other
Other
Other
Other

There is too many Bylaw officers in this town. The need does support the
number of officers. This money should be diverted to hire more RCMP
officers.
all
We are over policed by RCMP and town bylaw. Petty tickets and fines.
FAR TOO MANY POLICE!! Cochrane has developed a culture of tattling on
their neighbours through Munciple Enforcement rather than addressing
issues like adults. INCREASE funding for Fire and EMergency Services only.
Too many police officers board and handing out speeding tickets. Focus on
safety and community engagement and education not ticketing. I would be
way happier if police road bikes around Cochrane and drove around checking
in with people not popping out and ticketing for speeding when people aren't
driving dangerously. You don't see fire fighters hiding in bushes.
Current fire budget seems high for the low call volume that the department
currently attends.
I dont agree that the fire service needs increases in their wages when their
call volume is so low. In addition I think that mo ey could be better spent on
other programs.
Peace officers need to go, between the sheriff department, the RCMP amd
the peace officers we have 3 police forces, what a waste.
Reduce the number of public servants out there harassing the public
Less road blocks and "peace"/ bylaw officers patrolling neighborhoods like
we're some kind of criminals. Leave us be. We don't need you unless called.
Fire Services
Reduce RCMP by HALF! they do not serve our community
defunding the rcmp i think would be neccesary, there are far to many police
just driving around i see about three cop cars everytime i go out and theres
no need for that much rcmp service in Cochrane, all they are doing is handing
out misdimeure tickets, and there is very little serious crime in town, they are
given to much money
Bylaw enforcement is a joke. Only have to look at the animal bylaw on lease
and pick up after your pet. Higher penalties would offset cost.
More EMT and ambulance services and less RCMP.
We are the 25th safest community in Canada. Please start funding more
inclusive community programs to prevent crimes.
Safety monies often detract from public services especially for most
vulnerable. More mental health & youth services. More community spaces for
interaction & play.
Would like to see alternate to RCMP when dealing with people with mental
health issues.
They drive through the neighbor hood and enforce the bylaws. Why should
you have to call something in when they drive right past it.
Quit spending all our money
The senior mgr sets the tone for all these departments which explains the
disarray. Municipal enforcement manager is well respected and hopefully
becomes the new senior manager.
Do not need new police stations.Do not need police in schools.Fire
department should be out in th commumity and not sleeping every
night.Contract all these services
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RCMP

Services in
Cochrane

ME/RCMP

Traffic

Since the RCMP spend the majority of there time rushing out to Morley why
should my tax money build them a new building. The federal and provincial
governments need to step up and provide funding. I understand it's still my
tax money but Cochrane budgets should pay for Cochrane services. This is
the same for EMS. Someone needs to lobby the Alberta Government to have
ambulances stay in town. You'd better believe I will sue if I need an
ambulance and I can't get one in a timely manor because they have all been
dispatched to Calgary. If we have our own dedicated RCMP officers, EMS and
fire services, I am ok with spending Cochrane Tax payer money on buildings,
staff and other expenses. I am not ok with subsidizing Morley, Calgary and
RockyView County. It would be advisable for RCMP to resume neighbourhood
drive thrus and police that patrol communities on bike or foot. This
encourages good relationships with police and citizens.
I don’t want to decrease these services, but we have way too many RCMP and
peace officers fussing about minor traffic infractions and speeding, rather
than doing actual police work. When they stumbled across of the actual bad
guys with a car full of guns and drugs, they had no less than seven police
units there. There are too many police doing nothing productive in town, and
they should be redeployed to the city or the reserve where they are actually
needed. It’s time police stopped crime, not people going a few kilometres
over the speed limit.
RCMP must be replaced with police service.

Topic
Adult Programs
All
All
All
Arts/Culture
Child/Youth programs
child/Youth programs
child/Youth programs
child/Youth programs
child/Youth programs
child/Youth programs
child/Youth programs
child/Youth programs
child/Youth programs
Community Events
Community Events
Community Events
Community Events
Community Events

PLEASE EXPLAIN WHAT SPECIFIC COMMUNITY SERVICES DEPARTMENT SERVICE
YOU WOULD INCREASE
I would like the town to provide services to adults. There seems to be a lot of programs for children
and seniors but not as many for adults.
All of the above
All of the above. Except transit
All of the above
arts and culture
Would like to see more stuff for children, and also when I first moved here there were weekly fitness
classes (step, aerobics, etc) put on by the town for a great cost. I loved it! But they don’t seem to
happen anymore (COVId aside). That was 2010/2011
Activities for children is seriously lacking in this town
Current level is pretty good, but more on services for children and families
Programs to support youth volunteering in the community
Programs/Services for children, youth and families as well as Programs/Services for older adults
Programs/services for children, youth and families
Family programs (play groups, etc.), Transit (improving but could be made great)
Youth programs
Services for youth and families
community events
More local communities activities
Community events, programs for children, youth and elderly.
Community Events
More events once we can have them

Community Support

Community engagement activities especially to connect all residents even if virtually. More food and
rent supports for lower income families. Continue to expand transit.

Community Support

Local programming helps define a community. It helps give people more reason to live in a place. The
ability to have everything you need in one place. This applies to all ages and groups.
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Community Support
Essential Needs
Essential Needs
Essential Needs
Essential Needs

After the pandemic is over we need to come together to support each other
Programs/services for essential needs
Programs and services for essential needs
Increase especially for more vulnerable
We will have more people in need. How can we helpf

Library

Longer library hours, more services for children and youth who are poor, for example free( or lower
cost yearly recreaction pasdes for the pool, ice skating ect.

More Services/Funding

Aside from transit, all of these areas need attention since you've laid off the people who did this work
and the province has cut so much funding.

More Services/Funding

These services have seen such a drastic cut of staff and funding. Not being able to provide these
services creates a bigger impact on the community that is harder to recover from

More Services/Funding
More Services/Funding
More Services/Funding
More Services/Funding
More Services/Funding
Other
Other
Other
Other
Recreation
Recreation
Recreation
Seniors services
Seniors services
Seniors services
Seniors services
Seniors services
Seniors services
Seniors services
Seniors services
Seniors services
Seniors services
SLSFSC
SLSFSC
Transit
Transit
Transit

The Town removed so many sevices to the community we need those services for the vulnerable
population
These are the real programs that put humans ahead of corporations and electoral donors.
I think what we have is great but I also think our town is growing and this needs to be constantly
supported to sustain
Fcss
There is NOtHInG outside of FCSS. Where is the commitment to our community recreation? It’s
irresponsible.
Build another set of hockey arenas, they will always be busy.
More bike lanes, easier bike transportation around town
FCSS is more passive than active
More partnered supported programs for all ages, need for larger skate & Mtn bike parks and programs.
Transit on sundays & to calgary,
Bring recreation services back, too many cuts
Recreation programs for all ages.
Affordable recreation.
Programs for older adults and transit
Seniors services!!!!!!!!!!!!!!However, this is one of the LARGEST FCSS units in all of Alberta....a review
might be necessary to see if all those people are necessary
Senior programs
Transportation for seniors
More programs for 50+ adults and singles.
Library, older adult services
for older adults
Programs for seniors
Would like to see increase in program services for seniors.
Someplace Seniors can meet to play bingo, dance and have some programs for them to pass the time.
Spraylakes family centre discounts should be comparable to Calgary YMCA discounts, it’s still cheaper
for me to have ymca membership and drive to Calgary than it is to have spray lakes family
membership
Partner orgs (including SLSFSC) and community events
Transit
public transit
Transit to calgary like the Southland bus to downtown but having pick up at certain areas of town so
you don't have to start your vehicle and leave it at a certain spot not plugged in. Also a build resiliency
skill for young adults that need direction for jobs.
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COLT should be revised with a regular schedule to increase efficiency and ability for residents to
utilize the service (too many times unable to find a bus within hours of desired time; if knew when and
where the bus would be we could be there). Also need to increase services to town residents in
response to current economy struggles and covid shutdowns.

Transit
Transit

only put because of transit. Need full time routed service. Not this on demand crap

Topic
All
All
All
All
Decrease Service
Decrease Service
Decrease Service

Decrease Service
Decrease Service
Decrease Service
Decrease Service

Other

Other
Other
Other
SLSFSC

PLEASE EXPLAIN WHAT SPECIFIC COMMUNITY SERVICES DEPARTMENT
SERVICE YOU WOULD DECREASE
all
All of the above
All programs except transit
All
Current economic climate should dictate savings and cuts.
A lot of services provided are duplication of well run nonprofits in town. FCSS should be
smaller and focused on coordination and empowering collaboration amongst service providers
not a provider of serviced
Fcss
Community Events Partner orgs (Library, recreation facilities, non-profit orgs)
Programs/services for essential needs (food, clothing, shelter, support) Programs/services for
children, youth and families Programs/services for older adults Programs to build skill and
resiliency
plenty of services available
community events
All this should run without tax dollors.No more funding to this groups
FCSS, what a joke. My daughter left an abusive relationship (I picked her up from the hospital
with a 5 week old sick child and a 14 month old) . I sent her to FCSS and their answer to ANY
kind of support, council king or financial and she was told “we can’t help you, you have to go to
Calgary”. Do you think a beaten woman , mentally and physically should hear? That’s what our
town is telling people!! They need to go and they all need replaced with people who know how
to deal with these situations. I could get several testimonials from people who’ve had the exact
same experience. It’s all in who you know!
your services are very one-sided, I do not support family services, mainly because you do
nothing for the single community. If money was spent equally between all demographics,
single, family, seniors maybe I would support the funds. But instead you approve developments
that are best suited for families, not singles.
Stop foisting your social engineering on us
Quit spending all our money
need to stop dumping money into the rec center - have an outside review and
recommendations before continuing this drain on the budget
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While Covid ravages the economy and events are not open, please remove this item from the
budget. SLS Sports should be profitable. For example, if the UofC gymnastics lease was
terminated and then gymnastics was run internally, the potential gross of $1 to
2,000,000/annually with a net of $250,000 rather than a loss with low rent and high traffic using
the facilities, (parents, siblings, muddy boots, toilets, etc.) The mayor knows this, but he has it
covered. First of all the General manager at SLS should be someone who has relevant
experience, not someone who's major credential is bankrupting a private golf course. Please
fire the board of directors and make them contribute to the losses of the facility. Rockyview
county needs a bill for their share of the budget shortfall for all of the years they have been a
partner. This river wave idea should be thrown out until the town can get the SLS profitable. IT
would make more sense to make an addition to the SLS Building and add a wave runner than
to dump money into changing the river. Do you not recall the flood of 2013? The bus service is
a joke. I have never seen a person on the bus and I see the bus every day mulitple times a day.
Park the busses and indefinitely put that money sucking project on hold. The library is great. I
am not familiar with the programs that the town offers for people in need.

SLSFSC
Transit was sold as a Pilot project, it doesn’t work and should be totally revisited. Mini buses
would serve the community better for local transit and the commuting public needs to use
private resources.

Transit
Transit
Transit

Transit is a waste of money
We don’t need a costly transit system for 30 thousand residents.
Less a question of decreasing service levels than ensuring what there is is efficiently run.
Transit needs to be eliminated entirely, as it is not utilized at all.

Transit
Transit

Completely defund COLT. Use the money for a tax cut.
Get rid of Colt and stop the building of the administration building described as a transit site

Transit

I absolutely would decrease funding (or stop all together) for transit. It’s not a well thought out
or executed service and rarely used by the majority of the residents.

Transit
Transit
Transit
Transit
Transit

Let go of the idea of transit
Delete transit from budget
Transit is not working, gave up trying to use after several attempts
the proposed transit system to calgary should already be there
would it not be cheaper to contract taxis never see any more than one person on the town bus

Transit

Topic
Assessment
Assessment

Budget
Budget
Budget
E-services
E-services
Increase Service/Funding

PLEASE EXPLAIN WHAT SPECIFIC FINANCIAL SERVICES DEPARTMENT
SERVICE YOU WOULD INCREASE
More people needed for property assessment as our property was not properly assessed for
more than 5yr. We seldom identified our improvements
Utilities and Property tax/assessment
Financial reporting needs to move to a model where there is a public accounting, at least in
summary form, of what projects cost and how the money is actually spent. There is a serious
disconnect between what projects should cost and the absolutely absurd budgets assigned to
execute them.
perhaps a review of how projects are tenured and compliance to contracts. Swimming pool
cost overrun a disaster & loss of confidence in Town managing big contracts
Budgeting, compliance
More online options for payment
Go completely online. Don’t want to get a dog tag notice by mail. Not necessary when I pay my
town bills online.
More staff would likely shorten response times to community inquiries.
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Increase Service/Funding
Local Businesses
Other

If increase of fees means better innovative service then all for an increase.
Any assistance to keep our local small businesses would be great
Too much smoke and mirrors and inefficiencies
Reception and cashier services should be able to assist in other departments. Simple tasks like
taking in a safety codes permit application is one example.

Other

Tried to pay for pet license in person. There was a person there not doing anything but told to
go do it on line even though they have the capability to do it there

Pet Licences
Pet Licences

Increase pet licensing charges
I do not understand why cat owners have to license their cats. And keep them in their own yard
if outside? Does anyone at Town services own a cat? Seriously, how is someone supposed to
keep their at in their won yard. I feel that this is a tax grab and along with the fines that are
issued for cats that are trapped and impounded. Our neighbor’s cat comes into our yard; no, I
don’t like if it craps in my garden but if it bothers me enough, I take it up with them. Why should
the TofC have to get involved? This creates rifts between neighbors as far as I am concerned.

Pet Licences
Seniors

More consideration taken to reduce property taxes for Seniors. There was a time when Seniors
no longer paid education taxes, that needs to be turned around again.

Utilities

Utilities only, cochrane needs to figure out how to save its people money on distribution fees,
as it's getting ridiculous the prices these distributors are charging

Topic
All
Budget
Decrease services
Decrease services
Decrease services
Decrease services
Decrease services
Decrease services
E-services
E-services
E-services
E-services
E-services
E-services
E-services
E-services
Other
Other
Other
Other

PLEASE EXPLAIN WHAT SPECIFIC FINANCIAL SERVICES DEPARTMENT SERVICE
YOU WOULD DECREASE
all
budgeting
Services can be streamlined and require less staff
Wherever cuts can be made
Administration heavy. Streamline.
Too high already compared even to Calgary,s costs
Admin fees are huge - I'd like to see where we could trim down
Do not need staff in building they can work from home
Reception as most services can be accessed online
Reception cashier's everything can be done on line
Do it online, your ranch house is an expensive office for 10 people.
Make people pay on line and get rid of this stuff
Too much money is spent on the administration of town business as noted. Property assessments
need to be simplified, reception/cashier services can be reduced or eliminated in this electronice age.
This is administrative, and short term increase I; technology. Should create long term admin savings.
Archaic processes and an inability to adapt technology that would drive efficiencies.
it's online now, reduce
Less government control and money grabs
I seriously can’t believe no one would open spray lakes tax information. That’s very disturbing
considering you didn’t have to change it if it was fair. Me awww will be facing increases for the next
several years to cover councils raises and new projects.
You don’t care what I have to say on this topic. You’ll just move along to someone who wants to give
you pay increases for less work. You don’t work for the people, you have your own agenda.
Stop foisting your social engineering on us
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Other
Other

Quit spending all our money
Increase user fees, not taxes.

Pet Licences
Property tax
Property tax

Topic

Again, less government bloat. Pet licenses? For what, to line your pockets with and waste on
legislating garbage disposals? Pretending it's so you can "return lost pets"? Ridiculous.
Less property taxes please
Would like the town to adjust the property tax accordingly every year to the Bow Ridge Retaining wall
properties- rather than have us consistently requested a second or third review before the property tax
is adjusted correctly.

PLEASE EXPLAIN WHAT SPECIFIC LEGISLATED SERVICES DEPARTMENT
SERVICE YOU WOULD INCREASE

Community involvement

The community needs to be more involved in any development and decision making for further
development and bylaws

Community involvement

Agenda should be posted on the website for residents to decide if they want to engage. All
council meetings should be live streamed.

Community involvement
Council
Council
Council

Legislative requirements
Newspaper
Newspaper
Other
Other
Other
Processes

Live stream
Council runs nothing, you let everyone run you.

With growth in a community there is an increase of requests to the Town. Staff has try &
manage these and ensure that they are meeting legislative requirements. These are crucial &
time consuming. This also plays part of ensuring that the Town is managing legislative
requirements through the live stream meetings etc that COVID has impacted.
Use local paper to publish council agendas and minutes
Published in the newsparer
Decision administration
Open source data sharing
Current bylaws should be enforced because current enforcement is a joke.
Town procedures, processes
Support more admin to keep the programs going, the town has been lagging for way to many
years in building new staff positions. Council should be embarrassed that they ended the
career of 17 people in 2021 not boasting how well they performed in a near zero tax increase
for the 10th year in a row? Maybe a couple more years and they can be a part of history in the
economic melt down of town. I say the Mayor G and Alex R are the only competent ones at the
table, the rest of the lot need to be voted out.

Staffing
Traffic
Traffic

Traffic problems. UCP needs to go
Much better control of on street parking of business vehicles in residential areas.

Topic

Admin
Admin

Better chess to council, clarity around responsibilities and transparency.

Town council needs to be more hands on and in session more often so things get approved
and completed quicker.

Council

Admin

Sorry if you already do this but I don’t know how I would get this information without going to
your website. Maybe there is a social media account I can follow

PLEASE EXPLAIN WHAT SPECIFIC LEGISLATED SERVICES DEPARTMENT SERVICE
YOU WOULD DECREASE
council meetings admin, FOIP admin
Get rid of live streaming council meetings unless it can be proven that a large number of residents
watch it.
Less bureaucracy
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All
All
All

Wherever cuts can be made

Council

No need for Mayor videos. Limit media use to one platform, improve town website and documentation

all
Sustainability and Development plans

Again a question of efficiencies. Town services like business licensiing, inspections, etc. are
notoriously inefficient, with almost absurd lead times for issuing ermits, approvals andso so

Council
Council
Council
Council
Council
Council Committees
Council Committees
Decrease Services
Decrease Services
Decrease Services
Efficiencies
Efficiencies
Efficiencies

We only receive transparency once decisions are made. It’s not quite RVC corruption level, but
certainly always makes me pause at the lack of transparency. I would prefer more surveys that
validates the decisions in a transparent manner. Not ‘Fireside Chats!”
If it's possible cut back any expenses involved in carrying out legislated services
Make more interactions available online
Decisions made to limit businesses opening during current lockdown.
Less policy and process to reduce bureaucracy.
Council activities, specifically unnecessary travel & PD
All. Too much time wasted
Legislated services expenses can be decreased and invest those resources in safety.
Fewer Committies
All of them.
Council committee
efficiency levels to be increased
It would be nice to see more streamlined meetings, maximize efficiency. Less is more - those funds
are needed elsewhere.

E-services
Other

Stop foisting your social engineering on us
I feel the town council waste a lot of money on bull like not wearing mask,maybe try looking at the
east end and try painting a crosswalk or putting a sidewalk in,

Other
Other
Other
Other
Other
Other
Other

Quit spending all our money
More money wasted on their contracted lawyers.
livestream
More transparency/ accountability
cut admin cost
admin costs

Topic

PLEASE EXPLAIN WHAT SPECIFIC PARKS & OPEN SPACES DEPARTMENT
SERVICE YOU WOULD INCREASE

Activities for youth/teens

In Heartland we have two parks and two green space. It would be great to have activity for
older kids. Such as basketball nets, etc

Bathrooms

Even with COVID more open washrooms when outside, more garbage cans on trails to promote
dog waste cleanup and no littering.

Bathrooms
Bathrooms
Bathrooms
Bathrooms

Keep bathrooms open. People are urinating all over the parks when you close them. This is
more of a health hazard than covid. I also would like to see an outhouse at busier playgrounds
like Dewey Blaney.
Parks winter portapotties to facilities outdoor activities during winter
Upgrade toilets at Riverfront Park.
Additional public washrooms in all parks and along pathways. Additional outdoor rinks
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Bike trails
Bike trails
Bike trails
Bike trails

Connectivity

Connectivity
Connectivity
Connectivity
Connectivity
Connectivity

Increase
Services/funding/staff

We have so much potential to develop a mtn trail system in town. It would be nice not to have
to drive to ride a mtn bike on trails
Parks and pathways. cycling infrastructure. Bike racks at playgrounds.
Would like to see more invested in cycling infrastructure. Eg connecting fireside and glenbow
ranch to the rest of the town
Mountain bike trails, dirt jumps, pathways, green spaces
Pathway connectivity, connecting communities to downtown and river pathway (ie: Sunset to
downtown, Fireside to downtown, Griffin Road pathway completion, paving Glenbow N-S
corridor, etc. Our parks department needs an actual PARKS PLANNER whose job it is to
complete trail plans (ie: Ranche house) and make the rest of our town catch up with our
growth.
The heart of the path system remains unpaved through parts of Glenbow. The connection to
the Cochrane Ranche pales in comparison to the monies spent on Riverside park. Due to the
fact that it is not a hard surface it is not cleared in the winter. The only subdivision that doesn't
have 'all season' path system.
Have fireside connect with rest of town. Better path connecting systems
Connectivity between all communities and town, parks for outdoor gathering
Would like a path system from Heritage Hills to town. The town is growing and more rinks and
tennis courts would be nice. Downtown is lovely.
Better connections with multimodal pathways
Time for the Town to accept the growth and size of the community. We can't keep relying on
seasonal & contract staff to maintain are community. Providing parks & recreation has proven
to be an asset during these times and will always be an important part of overall community
health & wellness. FT staff that are vested in the community they serve and understanding that
service delivery is an important part of what are community is looking for. This means
residents accepting that tax increases are an important part of having these things.

Increase
Services/funding/staff

Not enough staff to manage the area

Increase
Services/funding/staff

Further enforcement with cleaning the green spaces or land that belongs to the town.

Increase
Services/funding/staff

More beautification Historic area

Increase
Services/funding/staff

Continue to grow with the demands of the population

Increase
Services/funding/staff

Money to sign and designate pathways, money to sign rules for parks/ playgrounds

Increase
Services/funding/staff
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance

This group does a great job. It’s always nice to have more community spaces added to. More
flowers around town would be great.
Many pathways are in desperate need of repair.
More walking trail maintenance, brush cleared etc.
How great would it be if pathways and stairways were properly maintained
Parks and Pathways Maintenance
As a senior I think more emphasis should be placed on completion the sidewalks in the
downtown/east business areas.
More maintenance on paths and park space. More landscaping. What about flower pots on
streetlights along Main Street? This would really help to beautify historical downtown.
Increase maintenance of Main Street landscaping, flower beds etc.
Parks, pathway, sports field maintenance: litter/refuse, plants, mowing, weeds, snow, surfaces
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Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance

Maintenance
More pathways/parks
More pathways/parks
More pathways/parks
More pathways/parks
More pathways/parks
More pathways/parks
More pathways/parks
More pathways/parks
More pathways/parks
More pathways/parks
More pathways/parks
More pathways/parks
More pathways/parks
More pathways/parks
More pathways/parks
More pathways/parks
More pathways/parks
More pathways/parks
More pathways/parks

At one time the shrubs and trees were pruned and cared for in the green spaces but now we
are lucky to get the grass cut. Pay more taxes and get less service.
Pathway that was destroyed in 2013 flood through BowMeadows should be replaced.
Replace pathway in Bow Meadows along Jumpingpound Creek and Bow River
Better mowing along fence lines in Gleneagles
during covid more people are using the pathway park maintain better. Some of the fence needs
filling and holes in pathway. dangerous fence by gleneagles golf course.
As a horticulturalist, it pains me to see the trees in town not cared for. Also, would love some
more cared for single track trails for biking in town.
Main Street was a mess last year. Thus needs to impleove
Better maintenance on the pathway systems
Keep our town clean and accessible.
Parks maintenance
We need the bike path rebuilt west of Bow Meadows after the 2025 Flood.
weed control
Yes, park and open spaces are critical for the well being of people and should be well
maintained. In order to help this get communities involved. Gleneagles for instance maintained
the green spaces in their community but was evicted by the ToC couple of years ago and now
its is a mess.
Additional pathways. Parks development
Pathways particularly in Bow Meadows
expand pathways to link through rockyview adjacent to town (Towers Trail) to fireside.
Downtown street scape/parks
Additional sidewalks and access tying sunset to town. Perhaps more safe cycling
opportunities
Pathways in Cochrane Ranche, outdoor family skating rink downtown
Expand the pathways, upgrade to add bikepath all over town to encourage cycling
More pathways, more to make our town more accessible by bike. How are all the suberb
communities isolated from pathways. We’ve just developed into a big dumb city within a small
town
Would like to see more green areas parks
***more pathways -between- communities. My other Huge request is more pedestrian bridges
across the river... I hate sending my children across the bridge on 22!!! Ex: a pedestrian bridge
from approx the water treatment plant across to the creek
need more parks in new neighbourhoods
I would always like to see more pathways and parks so continue looking for these
opportunities, that’s what makes a community.
you keep letting developers change green spaces to housing, stop that. Stand up for want,
correction stand up for what the people of Cochrane want, more green spaces.
Parks, pathways, outdoor rink
More outdoot spaces for year round use
Consideration of weed spraying. More pathways
Parks and trails
pathway system, parks, snow surfaces
More green space for my family to enjoy
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More pathways/parks
More pathways/parks
More pathways/parks
More pathways/parks
More pathways/parks

If CoVID has taught us anything it is that these spaces are loved and cherished by all of us.
They are also quite crowded and very used. We need more pathways and green spaces
especially in newer areas. And we need funding to keep up the existing spaces. Please put ALL
the money here. Also get the bikes off these paths and onto their own protected paths (ie. Curb
protected separate lanes or pathways).
More red shale paths would be amazing bringing more of the original town together
Parks and pathways
our parks and open spaces are esspecially cruisal in a time like this, infact i think we could use
more places in the area to turn into parks and outdoor spaces
streetscape/landscape + parks more parks and green space

Natural spaces/wildlife

We are slowly losing our natural scapes and turning to developing our parks strictly for human
activity. Cochrane has been a wildlife corridor for time immeasurable, sad to see this change to
city scape.

Natural spaces/wildlife

We have such beautiful spaces and again we're not giving departments the resources to keep
them. It would also be nice to see more large parks in other areas of town. I.e. the area
surrounding St. Tim's could become a nature preserve.

Natural spaces/wildlife
Natural spaces/wildlife
Off-leash spaces
Off-leash spaces
Off-leash spaces
Off-leash spaces
Off-leash spaces
Off-leash spaces

Off-leash spaces
Off-leash spaces
Other
Other
Other

Other
Other
Other

Other

Increased development has significantly impacted the natural beauty of Cochrane. Water,
biodiversity, ecological diversity, natural spaces for people lost out to leveling everything for
expensive homes. This has to change. More innovation in community development. Less
corporate profiteering.
Don’t cut down the trees at jumpingpound. Too much wildlife habitat there
Need more local off leash spaces. Ridiculous to have to drive to a dog park.
Need off leash dog park in Riversong. People walk their pets to do their business on others
lawns
We need a better dog park, with obstacles and space, without bikes flying through.
Dog park maintenance (frequent grass cutting / weed control)
Need a better dog park
River off-leash maintain it as it is and perhaps even expand it as huge chunks have been
removed.
Maybe this is where I should have suggested a dig park in Gleneagles. Also would it be
possible to have a driving range in town? There is no driving range in town at all. Have to go to
Calgary unless you’re a member at Gleneagles and that a way too expensive for our family.. in
fact there really is not much in the form of outdoor activity access in Gleneagles at all.
Everything is downtown. No tennis courts, rinks or anything .
More/larger off leash areas
I would like to see a a cell phone number maintained for citizens to contact the department to
advise of problems or make suggestions.. This would allow citizens to do this on-the-go.
Adding pictures taken with a cell phone would also be facilitated.
Very good, but a bit more attention to downtown snow removal during the winter
Winter snow plowing is inadequate.
More bin collection in summer months of high use parks soIt’s not overflowing & attracting
wildlife. More washrooms open year round in parks & better pathway connect & sign to
Glenbow ranch.from the town. Walking bridges over hwy crossing so we can bike & walk
safely. Weed control, can’t play in the forest due to thistle.
Consider adding municipal tree operations
Would like to see pesticides/ weed killers eliminated and community " green" groups created
and supported who could maintain removal of weeds in localized areas. More wildflowers in
open spaces. Community gardens with produce being shared collectively.
I take issue with the town and snow removal on sidewalks. Several times every winter when I
am out walking, I have noticed that residential sidewalks are shovelled, according to the bylaw
that one’s sidewalk needs to be cleared within 24 hours or something like that, of a snowfall.
Yet, sidewalk in front of town property, like playgrounds, is not shoveled! Why is there a double
standard?
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Other
Other
Other
Other

I think more downtown events would get people involved in our community
This is what the rest of the world sees when they visit town.
contract this out
More attention to detail

Other
Other
Recreation spaces
Recreation spaces
Recreation spaces
Recreation spaces
Recreation spaces
Recreation spaces
Recreation spaces
Recreation spaces
Recreation spaces
Recreation spaces
Recreation spaces
Recreation spaces
Recreation spaces
Recreation spaces
Recreation spaces
Recreation spaces
Recreation spaces
Recreation spaces
Recreation spaces
Recreation spaces

Add speed bumps in Mitford parking lot, and enforce night closure with camera surveillance
and police patrols.
What about FireSmart??? when is that happening?
more outdoor rinks and court surfaces
Keep ew outdoor skating rink, add more throughout the town
More outdoor ice rinks, general use parks, not children's parks, more flower pots/baskets on
main entry roads
More pickleball courts as it is for all ages
More outdoor sport/recreation facilities
We really need more skating opportunities, you won't let people skate on storm water ponds
but we have Mitford and one ODR in a community of 30K+, keep building parks and connecting
and building the great path network
Splash Parks
Wouldd be nice to see a larger outdoor skating area.
We need another outdoor rink
More indoor soccer fields
Outdoor rink construction
Outdoor rink, court surfaces
Baseball diamond maintenance and care
More picnic tables
Looking forward to the sportcentre that is going in by Heritage Hills
Would like a designated Bocce court to hold up to provincial regulations and able to hold
competitions,
X-country trails, skating opportunities
Need more outdoor rinks and splash parks. Would like to see one in every neighborhood
more outdoor parks, more picnic tables, more benches, more public bathrooms!! free outdoor
roller rink, free outdoor splash park
more picnic areas and walking paths near the river
Planning, signage increase with where pathways are, how to behave in parks, prohibited
activities and FINES listed. Basic elements that are missing. And connecting pathways. They
need more funding!

Signage
Tourism

More attractions bring people and cash

Volunteers

cochrane looks so beautiful..maybe have volunteering opportunity for citizens,,,i would love to
help clean up or assit with plants,, etc,,,so many people staying in because of restrictions
related to covid,,,opportunity to get out,,,improve our community

Volunteers

Many residents would volunteer to beautify pathways and open space along path system in
Town would initiate and support volunteers

PLEASE EXPLAIN WHAT SPECIFIC PARKS & OPEN SPACES DEPARTMENT
SERVICE YOU WOULD DECREASE

Topic
All
Costs

all
Wherever cuts can be made
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Less bike lanes and fancy walkways crap that is unnecessary. Lots of wasted money attracting more
people in a "town" that puts in traffic circles instead of investing in long term solutions like traffic
lights

Costs

Costs
Costs
Costs
Herbicides
maintenance

Trails are great, but they don't need to be so maintained across the board. A few real, dirt/gravel trails
would be great. Let us enjoy nature without manicurist and micromanaging every corner of it. Enough
with the dog parks, no dogman worth their boots advocates for a bunch of strange dogs in a fenced
area off leash. They don't encourage training, they don't encourage or require the owners to pay
attention while they're there, they are breeding grounds for bacteria etc. Govt is so busy trying to make
Karens happy they forget all about logic and reason. Open trails up for leash-optional operation like so
many other towns have done, and put the onus on owners in particular instead. This ENCOURAGES
training and personal responsibility, and ensures everyone can enjoy spaces fully.
Downtown streetscape
do we need people in trucks picking up garbage
review maintenance plans re mowing, weeds, etc. Dependance on chemicals is an issue.
Parks are not taken care of and playgroud equiptment is not repaired
Why do only certain areas matter? The whole town should matter. If you increase landscaping in one
area it should be for all the town. Again, special treatment for some, it’s not who you know.

Other
Other
Other
Other
Other
Other
Other

Sports fields, rarely see anyone using ball fields
Other towns and cities are doing it and it’s working
Stop foisting your social engineering on us
Quit spending all our money
look for efficiencies
decrease mowing non sport and cut higher for so water not needed weeds are less prolific

Topic
Commercial
Community Involvement
Community Involvement

Community Involvement

Community Involvement
Community Involvement
Community Involvement

PLEASE EXPLAIN WHAT SPECIFIC PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT
DEPARTMENT SERVICE YOU WOULD INCREASE
increase in overall planning/development if it is geared towards commercial and less to
residential
More outreach to communities for rezoning decisions
More frequent information & opportunity for public input ; more focus on ecological diversity,
sustainable wetlands & river/water integrity; parks, safe bike lanes separate from dog walking
& cars
In my opinion, planning applications and neighbourhood planning should be addressed more
thoroughly before applications are approved. When building a community a better
understanding of community access should be reviewed. One road in and out of each
community should not be an acceptable approach as it hampers accessibility for traffic flow,
emergency access, community connect-ability, and possible tourist dollars.
I wish that development permits were advertised more publicly rather than the little ditty that is
required in the newspaper. I do not usually read the newspapers because they are, for the most
part, not worth my time. But it sure would have been useful if the Mitford School neighborhood
had been informed of the planned deposition of temporary classrooms a few years ago – RVS
had a teeny notification in the newspaper, which most of the community did not see! Why was
that okay?
More inspection before changing zone that affects a whole neighbourhood
Need to have more resident input to keep expansion so infrastructure can support the increase
in growth. Too quick a growth.
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Connectivity
Connectivity
Connectivity
Connectivity

An actual parks planner to fix all the pathway connections issues, and fix signage so users
know where the ACTUAL pathways are, are told to stay on them, and user behaviour listed and
fines on signage. Ex littering, off leash dog prohibited and fines, speed for bikes, trail etiquette.
The town is too big to not have basic behaviour and prohibited uses and fines not listed for the
public.
Parks planner to review parks, pathways, connecting all communities, clear signage for parks
Approval of bike trails!! Both road way and mountain bike
I'm in Heartland and we need other access to town

Developers

Council needs to get control and stop letting the builders make decisions, you have lost control
of your own town, stop looking for money and focus on creating a community

Developers

Needs to be more control over developers, plus rethink some of the terrible ideas regarding the
so called naturescaping.. More single family bungalows be built and fewer small box houses
andd townhomes,

Developers
Efficiency

Growth

Growth
Growth
Growth
Increase services/staff
Increase services/staff
Infrastructure

Infrastructure

Infrastructure
Infrastructure
Infrastructure
Infrastructure
Infrastructure
Infrastructure
Infrastructure

Poorly done to this point. Need to make Cochrane unique, not just a subdivision of Calgary. As
such need better planning and more requirements of developers (currently too lax).
Don’t do more. Do it more effectively and protect our environment and character.
Growth & impact. making sure that we have staff to stay on top of requests & applications.
That we are making sure that these are being completed properly and the Town is serving the
entire community. This is setting the path of are community in a whole.
Civic planning and development needs a massive overhaul. The urban sprawl in Cochrane is
absolutely rediculous for a town fo 35000. No wonder infrastructure costs are skyrocketing,
when developers can do exactly whatever they please and there seems to be no concept of
staying within even reasonable limits for sprawl. Cochrane has become nothing more than a
bargain-basement overflow for Calgary with no apparent though for how we want the town to
evolve.
I think we are headed in the right direction but I’d like to see a slow down in new residential
development and a focus on infrastructure and small businesses. I believe the residential piece
is due to past administrations but wanted to call it out.
Planning and Development. Limit the amount of new buildings/subdivisions until infrastructure
can catch up
Need more staff to handle the increase in development.
We need to put way more effort into planning and development.
Better planning for infrastructure.
The town keeps allowing developers to build in Cochrane without the necessary infrastructure.
Calgary had issues with this as it kept building communities. I see the same issue with
Cochrane. Until the communities have been approved are fully developed with the proper
infrastructure in place, I think the town needs to stop allowing new development projects to
come in.
I would like to see increased control on further development. Home and property developers
need to pay for building infrastructure instead of Cochranites. We also need public reps or
other oversights that ensure our Council is not in the pockets of Property Developers
Stop building new neighborhoods until our infrastructure is updated or sufficient for the
population we presently have!
Did we really need the new bridge before upgrades to our present infrastructure problems?
Stop building communities if we aren’t maintaining roads.
More consideration given to long term infrastructure for sustainable development. Would like
to see a municipal tree protection bylaw
Infrastructure is not keeping up with housing development. Our traffic is crazy busy around
town, goodness me if a train comes!
Neighbourhood planning re: infrastructure
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Infrastructure
Infrastructure
Infrastructure
Infrastructure
Land Use
Land Use
Land Use
Land Use
Long range planning
Long range planning
Long range planning
Long range planning
Long range planning
Long range planning
Long range planning
Long range planning
Long range planning
Long range planning
Long range planning
Long range planning
Long range planning
Long range planning
neighbourhoods

neighbourhoods
neighbourhoods
neighbourhoods
neighbourhoods
neighbourhoods
neighbourhoods
neighbourhoods
Other
Other
Other

Planning and development - we are having so much flodding and ice buildup on our street
because neither the town nor the developer will help
Infrastructure
Arts and Culture infrastructure
There doesn't appear to be any planning when it comes to proper infrastructure.
Land use
Land Use Bylaw administration (zoning), Long-range planning (land use, development “blue
print”)
land use - zoning
I would love to see continued review of the LUB! It is a living document and should be treated
as such.
Long range planning. Neighbor hood planning
Better planning and long term future planning is needed so we do not end up with the traffic
issues we do now.
Long range planning that is specific to sustainability rather than growth.
More time and care spent on long range planning
Plan for future development better
Long range and neighbourhood planning
Long range planning needs to be addressed. Currently there is more development than the
town infrastructure can handle and building new properties is out of control. Cochrane has
tripled in size in the lat 20 years. This needs to stop.
Long-range planning
Increase long range planning and stop development, other than non-retail business, until
infrastructure is caught up to future long range development. Do more planning to to restore
the lost small ranch town culture.
Long range planning for infrastructure needs.
Long range planning
Ensure future development does not decrease quality of life for current residents.
emphasis on long range planning with annual review
Long range planning and neighbourhood planning
neighborhood planning; far wider residential roads, more space between residences
Better development of neighbourhoods. If we are going to grow cochrane, at least do it right
instead of as fast as we can. On that note the roads MUST BE READY for new developments. It
is insane the traffic our town has, we have completely out grown the roads and should try to at
least match road and neighborhood development in a 1 year horizon. It is brutal currently.
Neighbourhood infrastructure
Neighborhood planning
Planning could be better, my neighbourhood lacks services and keeps getting things like
dealerships and car hotels
Want to see area plan approved for towers trail and rolling range estates
No to zero lot lines! Development is too dense already!
Neighbourhood planning
The business section maybe some industrial so people can work closer to home
Far more clarity from this division
Better urban design standards, particularly in downtown area. Better adherence to existing
policies and regulations. No more drive-thru’s please!!!
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Other
Other
Other
Other
Other
Other
Other
Other
Other
Permits
Permits
Traffic

Traffic
Traffic
Traffic
Traffic
Traffic
Traffic
Traffic
Traffic

Traffic

Traffic
Traffic

Parks, pathway, sports field maintenance: litter/refuse, plants, mowing, weeds, snow, surfaces
Lack of dog parks in Riversong
Long range land use planning should have happened 15 years ago. Golf courses should be rezoned for residential. Look at calgary for example, Town should purchase gold course or other
lands for green space
Again, am I just supposed to search for this or is it presented somewhere else
Develop Bylaw requiring builders to install NFPA 13-R sprinkler systems in all new builds.
Require builders to fund protective services, provide building space for fire/EMS/police in any
new subdivision.
Where will the town be building new sites so residents do not have to drive to the
RancheHouse??
more public bathrooms!
I would like to see a dog park in Gleneagles. I have 2 large dogs and live in this area and there
is no place to bring them to run off leash safely.
this does not have to mean spend more tax payers money, but stick with a plan.
Review building permit approvals - specifically garages that are too large, too tall, aesthetically
inappropriate for neighbourhoods
planning apps and permits
Vehicle traffic is ridiculous and a safety concern. Same communities have only one road out of
town with makes impossible to evaluate in case of a emergency like a big fire
TERRIBLE PLANNING OF ROAD AND TRAFFIC ROUTES. IS THE BUSIEST SMALL TOWN IN
Canada. Town waits for an issue then acts. Example : The mess happening under the bridge,
with a free for all when people are floating down the river. There are no rules.Vehicles parked
all ober the place. Will get worse unless, a plan is put in place
Need bigger roads
Traffic problems
New developments must address traffic and density issues. We can’t just keep building
communities without fixing traffic and infrastructure issues
Complete the fly over at 1st and move the province in the Highway 22/1A bypass
Stop allowing neighbourhoods with inadequate parking. Stop building subdivisions with only
one way in and out. Require dog parks in all new subdivisions.
Roads! There needs to be an overpass of the train tracks in town either at 5th or center st.
Without the overpass all arteries are clogged with congestion. Also Glenbow road west turning
on to 22 should be a right turning only lane, that clogs traffic as well.
Need to improve traffic flow
There needs to be better planning in new (Heartland,etc) for parking. It is a disaster in
Heartland 10 vehicles on small crescent belonging to 1 townhome & parking in alley so you
can’t get by. There needs to be designated parking or else permits in the high density areas.
Development of roadways to manage traffic and allow easier access to amenities for western
communities along 1a. Perhaps the new intersection of 22/1A will help with traffic flow but it
should not take 20 mins to get into town when traffic is back up along the highway. Allowing
for more traffic if this is the vision for the town will make it more attractive and keep it ahead of
the development of homes and commercial properties
Roads - traffic is horrendous! Possibly consider pedestrian overpasses at busy intersection

Traffic

Far too much commercial parking allowed in residential areas and new subdivisions need to be
planned with wider roadways for feeder routes and for at least two ways to access a
subdivision.

Work done in-house

We need to see some of our planning and development done by our town, not outside
contractors. It seems odd that we leave everything to others. This is the only place I've lived
where planning is not done by the municipality itself. Then allows contractors to come in and
be apart of it.
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Topic
All
All
Businesses
Bylaws
Growth
Growth
Growth
Growth

Growth
Growth

PLEASE EXPLAIN WHAT SPECIFIC PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT
SERVICE YOU WOULD DECREASE
all
All
We need less homes built and more industry and Tech companies
Less restrictive bylaws
Cochrane is growing TOO fast! The new communities are jam packed and we are losing some of the
natural beauty that made us move here in the first place many years ago!
Slow down! Quite development!
Our town is growing much too fast!
Why do we need to grow so fast? Let the infrastructure catch up first, instead of being greedy for
property tax Money - slow it down before this town turns even poorer quality,
Cochrane has invested too much time and money into long term development. Our available future
housing needs are way too ambitious. We are developing and growing for the sake of chasing future
revenue to the detriment of our existing community. We don't need to grow out or grow at the pace we
are. This work should be dramatically scaled back as it is self-fulfilling and expensive.
Would like to see a slowing in the growth of Cochrane

Infrastructure

I’m happy with the service level, not so thrilled with so much residential development when
infrasshould be addressed first

Infrastructure

I suggest making it mandatory for developers to include wide side walks on every road both sides. The
town is letting them get away with cheap developments.

Infrastructure

Too many people and not enough infrastructure. We are losing the small town feel, which is what
many of us moved here for.

Infrastructure

We need better road infrastructure before we add more community’s and housing. We don’t have the
roads to Seport new development

Infrastructure

No more approving new neighborhoods please!!! We desperately need more roads not more
neighborhoods

Infrastructure
Infrastructure
Infrastructure
Infrastructure
Infrastructure
Infrastructure
Infrastructure
Infrastructure
Infrastructure
Infrastructure
Infrastructure
Land use
Land use
Long-range planning

There are too many housing developments. The town needs to work on fixing and/or creating
infrastructure in established neighborhoods before adding more houses!
Roads need to be addressed and more functional before more development
Fix the existing problem in Bow Ridge - put that cost into your budget. Help this older neighbourhood
the problem is not that of the property owners but they are the ones suffering!
Stop building new housing until roads have caught up! Traffic flow is brutal and so is a train going
through a busy downtown!
No more new builds until we fix the road congestion!!!
Far too much building without planning the infrastructure to support it
Until we can develop proper infrastructure with our roads, there should be any further building or
zoning
We need appropriate infrastructure before we add more new neighborhoods into cochrane
Please stop allowing new neighborhoods without additional infrastructure
Let’s get the roads up to par first
New roads 1st.
Land use by law zoning
land use design
See above comments for the farce this is. Long range planning doesn’t seem to carry their weight as
they just want more devloepment without roads and water and infrastructure planning. Not impressed.
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Neighbourhoods
Other
Other
Other
Other
Other

Other
Other
Other
Other
Other
Other
Other
Other
Permits
Permits
Permits
Permits
Slow Development
Slow Development
Slow Development
Slow Development
Slow Development
Slow Development
Slow Development
Slow Development
Slow Development
Slow Development
Slow Development
Slow Development

neighbourhood planning
This town is like a rabbit warren, obviously spending more would just be throwing good money after
bad
It would not matter at all what I say, I’m one person, you will do whatever you want.
Same as civil land development
I’m not sure this could actually get any worse. Children could have planned better
You’ve boondoggled everything so far with development,
Reduce control on micromanage homeowners and communities. Leave the cookie cutter behind and
allow communities to shape themselves based on residents, not your forcing people to adhere to
prescribed behaviors and styles. Things like not allowing kids to wash their parents cars in the
driveways or things as stupid as not allowing garbage disposals in an attempt to virtue signal your
water use are things this town has WASTED taxpayer money, time, effort, etc on. Ridiculous. Less
government.
All of it. The planning is awful
Stop foisting your social engineering on us
Quit spending all our money
They only follow Calgary's cut and paste neighbourhood approach so why not eliminate some staff
and let Calgary do the work for us.
less destroying beautiful spaces and outdoor areas of Cochrane, we already have so few
simplify documentation
No inforcement in town unless someone calls ByLaw
Cut red tape and simplify development process and reduce micromanagement within bylaws. Ie: get
rid of micro managing tree cutting permits and silly side parking and side drive way restrictions ‘
Planning permits
Planning micromanages the town. too many minor activities require permits. reduce the number of
permts and give planners time to look at important things.
Development, sibdivision and permits
We’re overbuilt and it’s effecting home equity and traffic congestion leading to accidents and
fatalities.
Stop expansion of Cochrane you are ruining the small town feel. Limiting new expansion and
subdivisions will increase the value of existing homes as well
Stop building homes no one can afford! Start building affordable housing
Why don’t we focus on making what’s here better instead of more development making our town
busier
Halt all development until roads catch up to population before a true emergency happens
Stop with the developments until the infra scan catch up. Enough
Slow down on town development and get community input on any more or new development
We need to reduce residential development permits until the road improvements are done by
Housing development. Growing too fast.
Until the 1A is twinned there should be fewer developments.
Stop subdivision development until road infrastructure will appropriately handle vehicle volumes.
Subdivision s need more than one way or out for handling emergency situations such as evacuation.
Please stop adding more home development to the town- we have no roads!

Slow Development

I think till the traffic situation is substantially better, we should stop building massive amounts of
housing.

Slow Development

We need better roads before more houses. We need to stop the urban sprawl and stop building new
communities. Our little town is growing too fast
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Slow Development
Slow Development
Slow Development
Slow Development
Slow Development
Slow Development
Slow Development
Slow Development
Slow Development
Slow Development
Slow Development
Slow Development
Slow Development
Slow Development
Slow Development
Slow Development

We need to decrease new community development until provincial infrastructure can catch up with
current needs, never mind future needs.
Stop new development, and cut back on depts. which are related.
stop or slow development
Less focus on new neighborhood developments, this town is getting too saturated with housing
developments while road infrastructure is not at par already.
No more new developments
Obviously development in Cochrane needs to be reassessed... we cannot handle more communities
with the infrastructure we have
We need to slow down development
Unless we are going to slow down development, we should not be spending in this area
Are town is getting too big too fast.
The expansion in Cochrane is happening to fast , with out any thought process for traffic , also the
more big box stores in Cochrane will ruin the small family ran shops , the town needs to settle the
building of new homes till the 1A and 22 are finished,
I think it is time you realized the water treatment plant can't take all this new developmentslow down
Stop building residential neighborhoods. Cochrane traffic is a real issue
Cochrane needs to stop developing new homes and leave the town alone
Cochrane is already overcrowded and the plans that are being approved for future developments are
going to add to the problem. There should be a freeze on all further development s.
Too much development. We should do a population cap before we destroy small town.
slower land use/expansion/costs to 'plan'
Traffic solutions, msybe build a few more access roads to residential areas, might cut down on traffic
backlog, allow grocery stores in residential areas etc

Traffic

Topic
All
All

Connectivity

PLEASE EXPLAIN WHAT SPECIFIC ROADS DEPARTMENT SERVICE YOU
WOULD INCREASE
All of them!
Everything but storm sewer collection
I'd like to see an actual protected bike lane between Quigley through Glenbow and to Railway
Street to allow for proper connectivity for active transportation in Cochrane. I'd like to see
planning for an underpass on the north side of Hwy 1A/22 as Bike Cochrane has proposed to
allow for high school access from Sunset and also to open up a recreational corridor between
the future Horse Creek Site and the Ranche House.

Connectivity

We need more sidewalks in the East End! Also a way to get from the east end to Cochrane
Ranch by foot or bicycle without having to cross the tracks twice or ride on the 1A hiway. More
snow removal. Increase in traffic systems needed as town has grown

Contractors

Why do I see Volker Stevin doing work around town that our town staff should do? Why are we
paying contract fees for this?

Growth

Noticeable difference in road maintenance with all this growth, taxes rise and service
deteriorated.

Growth
Growth
Growth

Growth has happened and these services do not increase staff to meet the demands. We need
to be sustaining and get past the contracts and seasonal staff. The community has high
expectations and this means that we have to support these sections even if that means an
increase in taxes. Taxes are part of life and having the things we want.
More staff to handle increase in population
Road maintenance and improvements don't seem to be keeping up with population growth and
traffic increases
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Growth
Growth
Growth

Bring service level back to what it was, snow removal and cleaning have suffered with growth
This is Cochrane a biggest downfall fix it or stop approving houses to be built
Roads need much improving before more population! And get the train out of the way!

Growth

Build roads when you increase housing. What a big mess 22 & 1A. Province should be
ashamed!

Growth

The biggest concern in Cochrane is the ill planned and over crowded roads. Traffic signals
need to be better controlled by sensors, and most turn lanes are far too short to hold the traffic
that needs to turn.

Growth
Infrastructure
Infrastructure
Infrastructure
Infrastructure
Infrastructure
Infrastructure
Infrastructure
Infrastructure
Infrastructure

Infrastructure
Infrastructure
Infrastructure
Infrastructure
Infrastructure
Infrastructure
Infrastructure
Infrastructure

Infrastructure
Infrastructure
Infrastructure
Infrastructure
Infrastructure
Infrastructure
Infrastructure

Competent manager that is forced to tolerate senior mgmt. Their km of roads has increased
significantly over the years and will continue once developers hand over various cookie cutter
neighbourhoods.
1A/22 intersection
Widen roads (1a) 22x
If this is for getting that 22/1A actually moving and twinning the 22... then more!
Concerned about sewer overloads in some newer neighbourhoods during storms
Implementation of roundabouts instead of inefficient (greenhouse emission unfriendly) traffic
lights
Update 22 & 1A
It is challenging to get around town. Expanding the train overpass on HWY 22 would help
increase traffic flow. Continue working on the 22/2A interchange.
Add more pedestrian overpasses, add left hand Turing lanes at lights, better sensors at lights
so it’s not green fir no cars, trial one way streets in busy neighborhoods or downtown core.
Traffic circles are great.
Roads are terrible through town and hwy1a and 22 is terrible
Highway 1A and 22--widen road to support traffic through town; specifically on 22 betwwen
river and junction with 1A and from bottom of big hill to just past Heartland and Heritage Hills.
Open train track crossing on Horse Creek Road. Add right hand turning lanes at junction of
Highways 1A and 22.
road in New developments are horrible, let's get some real road construction crews, this
infrastructure is meant to last significantly longer than a few years
Overall I’m happy with these services, but they need to create a turning lane from Hwy 22 onto
Quigley/Railway (heading north on 22 turning east onto Railway)
Highway 1A/22 needs to be more of a priority.
Highway 22 and 1a traffic lights and widening the roads
Traffic circles, not traffic lights and 4 way stops, please!
Town needs to catch up to road infrastructure. Can keep allowing development with no thought
to traffic flows etc.
Fix 1A and 22 intersection
I would like to see the communities have more than one road out of the community. Years ago
the plan was to open horse creek road. Now with the traffic lights it would be nice to see that
happen. I realize that it is because we have not claimed city status we can only have so many
crossings over the tracks. the nightmare at22 and 1 a needs to be fixed. I know that is being
worked on but it can not come soon enough.
Hey 1a and hwy 22 intersection
Wish there was a shoulder on the 1A all the way to Morley. Maybe this needs provincial money.
That road is really a death trap.
Highway 22 and 1A intersection rebuilt. NOW
continue expanding 1A & 22 to mitigate traffic pile up
Roundabouts instead of 4 ways stops (ex heartland), traffic light timings
Highway 1A to the town access needs to be constructed soon!!
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Infrastructure
Infrastructure
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance

More money on new roads. More train crossings (over/under passes)
need more thought to hwy 22/bridge at peak times (eg no left turn at griffin +hwy 22 in peak
times) use glenbow/quigley/hwy 22
Road maintenance
Pot holes and roads need more care
Upgrade to hyw 22x
Upgrade across the board x10. We have outgrown this current situation tenfold
Our roads are pretty bad, so many frost heaves and protruding manhole covers, that new
connector form river heights drive to the new bridge is embarrassing. Coordination of the
traffic lights in town would be beneficial.
Road maintenance and Traffic Management
Poor pavement on Centre ave...the late trucks hit all the uneven areas & sounds like collisions
are taking place. Also think it should be a one way designation with all the increased traffic.
And 5th into a one way.
Happy with most but maintenance for issues that need fixing seem to take awhile.
Repair the alleys in the east end, drainage is a major problem in the past 25 years.
More frequent street sweeping
intersections undermaintained
Road maintenamce and traffic safety
Would like to see more and urgent street cleaning and snow plowing on inner streets
The roads in cochrane suck pit holes every where and the planning of parking in the willows
suck
Roads are poorly maintained potholes are ignored road markings are not repainted in a timely
manner
Road maintenance

Other

better services from the department in relation to roads, sidewalks when it comes to
assistance from other departments to deal with the matters. better services or response from
the department when asking for assistance with a call that falls under the duties of the roads
dept.

Other

I understand that HWY 1A and 22 as well as Center Street will receive some work and this
needs to continue or be stepped up. Hwy 22 at Glenbow Dr. Driving North could easily have a
right turn lane.

Other
Other
Other
Other
Other
Snow/ice control
Snow/ice control
Snow/ice control
Snow/ice control
Snow/ice control
Snow/ice control
Snow/ice control
Snow/ice control

This was the first year that we saw a pole truck through our subdivision in Sunset. Thank you,
please continue!
See above
This is your only real job! Do better!!
Would like to reroute driver that only go through town and not stop.
Warning train lights in a more useful location
Snow/Ice control and Traffic Management
snow lifts on residential streets
Clear the roads in winter!
Street clearing in Winter
Snow removal for all streets.
Need better snow cleaning on side streets Less parking on side streets. Some streets you can
only get one car down at a time too small too pass another car
Snow plows on residential streets should plow both lanes instead of one right down the middle
Could have used more snow removal in Riversong.. car couldn’t get out of area for days
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Snow/ice control
Snow/ice control
Snow/ice control
Snow/ice control
Snow/ice control
Snow/ice control
Snow/ice control
Snow/ice control
Snow/ice control
Snow/ice control
Snow/ice control
Snow/ice control
Snow/ice control
Snow/ice control
Snow/ice control
Snow/ice control
Snow/ice control
Snow/ice control
Snow/ice control
Snow/ice control
Snow/ice control
Snow/ice control
Traffic
Traffic
Traffic
Traffic
Traffic
Traffic
Traffic
Traffic
Traffic
Traffic
Traffic
Traffic
Traffic
Traffic

Back alley clearing and de-icing
Better snow removal in residences. Need street lights from Heritage/Heartland to town. It’s
quite treacherous at night.
Many roads are not adequately cleared after larger snowfalls.
Traffic is ridiculous and snow removal in community roads is not happening
Snow and ice control
Snow removal is lacking.
Increase snow removal and sewer matinence to avoid floods in older neighbourhoods like
glenbow
Snow removal in neighborhoods sidewalks
Increase snow and ice removal
Snow and ice control
need to start snow remove in residencal areas. Need another crossing of the tracks near
horsecreek
Road maintenance Snow and ice control Storm sewer collection services Traffic management
operations and signals
There are some snow days where I would like to see more snow “removal”
Streets in communities could use more care during the winter with snow removal and ice
control.
Increase snow removal. I see snow removal in many areas in town, but not in Sunset. Parking
is an issue already. When the snow isn’t removed it’s a terrible problem. Especially on bin day
Snow and ice control
We don't get snow plowed on our street
Snow and ice control
snow removal in residential areas, watch for flooding in certain streets and FIX the prproblem
areas of flooding pathways/streets, need better drainage
Don't keep plowing in driveways - maybe an operational issue?
snow and ice in residential areas
Snow removal after a storm needs to be better. Town streets a mess in the winter
Town is chocking itself with the traffic. Coordinate the traffic lights cycles, so there is less
standing and more driving on the streets.
Traffic management
Traffic management and road maintenance
Traffic, traffic, traffic, need I say more
Road MTCE and Traffic
Deal with overarching traffics issues in the town
Wider better maintained roads. Better flow through the city. New 4 lane bridge over the river on
22
Definitely need traffic control.
Start the 22/1a interchange already
Traffic management
Need i say more - traffic management
Better traffic management
A long term plan to eliminate the terrible issue with traffic congestion. The amount of people
coming through Cochrane will only increase.
Too much traffic, need better roads
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Traffic
Traffic
Traffic
Traffic
Traffic
Traffic
Traffic
Traffic
Traffic
Traffic
Traffic
Traffic
Traffic lights/signalization
Traffic lights/signalization
Traffic lights/signalization
Traffic lights/signalization
Traffic lights/signalization
Traffic lights/signalization

Traffic management
Traffic management needs assessing esp by 22 and 2a coming west
Traffic management
traffic management
Traffic management!!
Better traffic management. More infrastructure out of new subdivisions.
traffic management
Traffic patterns are non conducive to the new population
Traffic management
Traffic Is a must to be fixed
Traffic management the trains really cause traffic to back up along with the back up on the 1a
really needs to be addressed
Traffic management
Better alignment of traffic lights during peak periods.
Traffic signal timing adjustment during hours after 11 pm .. neighborhood snow and ice
removal improved
I would like to see an arrow turning North on 22 from the west.
Sync up the lights to ease traffic loads. The light at Horse Creek road and the 1A should be a
yield as there is no steady traffic flow there.
Computer coordination of traffic lights in downtown
Traffic signals at Horsecreek Rd and Hwy 1a need attention. Long waits for traffic going
north/south. Often little traffic.
Who is in charge of traffic lights in Cochrane? Whoever it is does not seem to understand using
traffic lights to optimize movement of traffic. Why does there need to be an advance at Railway
St. and 5th Ave. for east and west bound traffic? Why can’t an advance be activated at the
lights if sensors at that intersection deem it optimal for an advance? The worst intersection for
this seems to be Centre Ave. and Railway St.: there have been innumerable times I have been
traveling east ro west at that intersection when nobody wants to turn north or south, yet we all
have to wait for the advance which is catering to NO VEHICLES! At this same intersection,
there will be green lights for north and southbound traffic when the barriers are down because
a train is passing! This is ridiculous and unacceptable. There have been a few times at this light
when the timing is way off and the east and westbound light is red forever that I have given up
with waiting for it to change, and went through a red light!

Traffic lights/signalization
Traffic lights/signalization

Traffic lights/signalization
Traffic lights/signalization
Traffic lights/signalization
Traffic lights/signalization
Traffic lights/signalization
Traffic lights/signalization
Traffic lights/signalization
Traffic lights/signalization

Road lane marking
Do something about the traffic jams on highway 1A and 22. Do something about the traffic
lights on Glenpatricck and 22. With no North or South bound traffic anywhere close by , why do
you have to sit so long waiting for the light to turn green so you can preceded East or West.
Line painting, use better quality paint so that it lasts longer
Traffic management - *signals
Would like more cross walks And more sidewalks around town
You need to do something by the venue put some lights or something there
Would like to see more enforcement of speeding in town and more crosswalks with flashing
lights
Traffic management operations and signals and snow and ice control
Traffic management operations and signals
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Topic
Growth

PLEASE EXPLAIN WHAT SPECIFIC ROADS DEPARTMENT SERVICE YOU WOULD
DECREASE
Slow growth down until roads catch up to all the people who are moving here

Maintenance
Other

Road maintenance is more frequent than necessary. Resurfacing is over done. I’ve never seen the
roads resurfaced so often in any town or city I’ve lived in. Unnecessary and expensive.
Just slow it down!
Don’t really see much done in any of these services. Some signals timings are off, others I’d say have
the wrong type of signal light at them. Obvious is to maintain roads to a condition to drive on. Snow
and ice, obviously the hills require to be maintained but don’t plan on the communities being done.
Haven’t seen is and don’t expect them to. Storm water sewer should be built well during development
phase. Older communities behind the time perhaps need review but I have not seen any issue with
either.

Other
Other
Other
Other

Stop foisting your social engineering on us
Quit spending all our money
Do not do good job.All this should be contracted out

Snow/ice control
Snow/ice control
Snow/ice control
Snow/ice control
Snow/ice control
Traffic
lights/signalization

Topic
Community Safety
Community Safety
Community Safety
Consistency
Consistency
Consistency
E-services
E-services
Growth
Inspections
Inspections
Inspections
Inspections

I live on Appaloosa Gardens and I find that the gravel is pointless on our street. The traffic and volume
is too low and the gravel is such a pain in the butt. I would recommend not applying on roads where
traffic is so small.
Snow removal is the worst in Canada. I don't think throwing more money at it will help.
Snow removal? That’s a thing here? What is storm sewer collection, I’m sure I pay for it?
Stop throwing so much grit and salt on the roads during winter.
Sanders are on weekends and days where the snow disappears. All they do is drive down the middle
of the road and create banks so small cars get stuck and the bus goes by you.
Start removing traffic lights.

PLEASE EXPLAIN WHAT SPECIFIC SAFETY CODES DEPARTMENT SERVICE
YOU WOULD INCREASE
With the growth and development that is happening we need to ensure that things are being
inspected and are community is safe with the infrastructure that is being created.
Not enough, best to have safe subdivisions
Too many homes/communities are being built substandard.
Lack of consistent and fair application.
Make sure everyone gets the same style of inspection, crack down on people not pulling
permits
Codes are not being consistently upheld
Permits should be applied for, paid for and be able to be scheduled on-line.
Competent manager that isn't afraid of technology. He arrives to do better despite his senior
mgmt.
should not have to wait weeks for a permit, oh wait you over build so you you do not have the
resources to properly manage things. Once again stop letting businesses control you.
All new construction inspections
Provide home inspections on requests
Onsite inspection
Inspection of completed work per business development permits.
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Inspections

More inspections of home based projects. So many violate the current bylaws and a lot of
people behave like it’s better to beg forgiveness than ask permission!

Inspections

Inspections are crucial for proper safety. Increase service level does not have to mean more
taxes but higher fees.

More staff/ increased
service

You need more staff

More staff/ increased
service
Other
Other

My husband build a garage and phoned 3 times for the inspector he'll my husband die 6 years
ago and still waiting
Fix the 1A/22 intersection!
Stop adding extremely harmful EMR towers and implementation
People can build and do what ever they want. Called regarding noise of a repair shop in R1
zone area and nothing. Weekend mornings waking up at 7am to the sound of engines running
not happy. Been told nothing they can do. Engine parts and frames all over property. This is a
joke.

Other
Other

New roads.

PLEASE EXPLAIN WHAT SPECIFIC SAFETY CODES DEPARTMENT SERVICE YOU
WOULD DECREASE

Topic
All
All
All
E-services
Fees
Fees

Wherever cuts can be made
all
All of it. Way too complicate, over done and expensive.
online service
Decrease permit and appeal fees and Red tape.
permitting needs to be streamlined and costs reduced.

Inspections
Other
Other
Other
Other
Slow development
User pay

Topic

Playing field need to be leveled with developers and builders, who can do their own inspections?!?! and
everyone else, who is subject to the whims of fickle safety codes ispectors and sluggish permitting.
Last time I used the permitting department, the town switched to a private company. Is this really the
best solution. I don't have enough information to make an informed comment, but from my experience
we have decreased inspection scheduling times.
We have enough houses. How about a hospital or 24 hr urgent care
Get out of the way
Quit spending all our money
Stop new development, which will decrease need for permitting.
This should just be user pay service why a town priority

PLEASE EXPLAIN WHAT SPECIFIC WASTE RECYCLING & ORGANICS
DEPARTMENT SERVICE YOU WOULD INCREASE

Curbside collection
Curbside collection
Eco Centre

Residents collection

Eco Centre

Grow the eco centre to include even more waste diversion options, and more operating days

Eco Centre

Residential collection make it twice a week
Eco Center needs to be more useful, or eliminated

We should expand the size of the eco centre, and expand the scope of recycling materials to
avoid having to drive to Calgary
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Eco Centre
Eco Centre
Eco Centre
Eco Centre
Eco Centre
Eco Centre
Eco Centre
Eco Centre
Eco Centre
Eco Centre
Eco Centre
Eco Centre
Eco Centre
Eco Centre
Eco Centre
Eco Centre
Eco Centre
Eco Centre
Eco Centre
Eco Centre
Eco Centre
Eco Centre
Eco Centre
Eco Centre
Education
Education
Education
Large items/large loads
Large items/large loads
Large items/large loads
Less fees
Less fees
Organics
Organics
Other
Other

Would like to see more recycle bins at Eco Center. Then would not have to drive to Calgary
More space and allowance at the eco centre
Access 7 days a week
Longer hours at the eco centre
Eco Centre
Cochrane eco centre
Cochrane Eco Centre
Limited hours of eco centre, not all items accepted, etc. I don't have time to read rules for my
garbage. Just take it and deal with it.
Expand Eco-Centre. More recycling opportunities
The recycling used to take old small batteries but don't anymore. Where can we take them,
throw them in the garbage?
Eco centre
More hours for the Eco Centre!
Extend the hours of the eco centre. I work 5am-5pm 6 days a week and my recycling is
overflowing.
Longer hours on weekends and Sunday most people work Monday-Friday and one day
Happier staff at ECO Center.
Extending eco center hours
Increased hours of eco centre
Our eco Center is awful. Need to improve the facility and make it more accessible and user
friendly. Staff should be taught common courtesy
Hours and days to b expanded. This is a well used area. More recyling books, clothes, small
contraptions (eg bikes and tot pushers). This is one of th eprizes of Cochrane.
This group could be a bit more customer friendly
Eco centre open more hours
expand hours of operation for eco centre
extended hours at the Cochrane Eco Centre
Expand ECO centre
Promotion and education
Those are critical services and must be maintained proper levels. Along with education
increase fees to avoid higher taxes.
cart spot checks/ education
Need service to get rid of larger loads, like Spring Cleaning. We currently have to drive and pay
in Calgary.
Local waste transfer station so we can have decent sized garbage cans.
Would like something akin to Ontario, where once or twice a year or as long as you call ahead,
you can have something very large put onto the street for collection. Not everyone has the
funds, or mobility where they are able to remove an old bookcase to the dump.
We should be able to dispose more items without changing
Shouldn’t have to pay to use the dump
Don't suspend weekly organics in winter time, my dogs shit all year, gotta go somewhere
Better composting facilities for purchasing compost for residential purposes
Bring it back to previous plandemic levels.
would like to see recycling and garbage services to rural areas
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I would appreciate if the compost giveaway sessions are better advertised – I have missed
every single one of them because of poor advertising. Maybe the marquee at 5th Ave. and
Glenbow Dr. cold be used for this purpose. I find that whatever is posted on this marquee is
either not interesting or relevant – why do you think that everybody wants to see register for
soccer or baseball or hockey, etc.? Most of the time, whatever is advertised on this sign is
irrelevant. Did you ever think of posting the odd riddle or joke there? And please stop
advertising about pandemic measures – don’t you think we hear and see enough of that
everywhere else? It is a waste of a useful advertising tool.

Other
Recycling program

Recycling program needs a full review.
I think this is our future, recycling needs to be improved world wide. Can we lead change? Can
we get recycling companies to come to Cochrane?

Recycling program

Some homes don’t need giant recycle bins smaller ones make more sense. Especially in rivers
edge

Recycling program
Recycling program
Special waste services
Special waste services
Styrofoam

More selection to recycle all items
Special waste services
Special waste services
bring back the styrofoam recycling
I'd like to see the styrofoam recycling program come back please. The Eco Centre is a great
service for Cochrane!

Styrofoam
Styrofoam

Want a place to bring styrofoam
Definitely need more awareness on these issues and opportunities here in town to promote
sustainable development

Sustainability
Sustainability

More and continuation of these services and to find ways to be more sustainable.
it would be great to see our town setting an example, perhaps if we improve enough we could
be looking at federal awards and grants and it would be great to keep our town beautiful and
preserved

Sustainability

Black bin capacity is insufficient for many families as is—and we keep hearing the Town is
considering reducing even what we have. The Town needs to come up with greater landfill
capacity, one befitting the small city we are and not the small town we used to be.

Waste bin
Waste bin

Bigger garbage bin. Family of 6 here and the little bin doesn’t cut it

PLEASE EXPLAIN WHAT SPECIFIC WASTE RECYCLING & ORGANICS
DEPARTMENT SERVICE YOU WOULD DECREASE

Topic
All
Decrease pick-up

Decrease pick-up
Decrease pick-up
Decrease pick-up
Decrease pick-up
Decrease pick-up
Decrease pick-up
Decrease pick-up
Eco Centre

all
I would like a monthly pickup, not weekly.. too expensive
Garbage removal is incredibly wasteful and should move to a pay-per-use model. Weeklypickup of
garbage, recylcling and organics is at least double the service level most households require. If there
are any households that generate that level of garbage, they need to seriously consider conservation
measures.
change waste pick up to every 2 weeks year round
as a single home owner I do jot require the same service as a family yet I pay for it. Fix this and 40%of
single people that live here will thank you.
It costs a lot of $ to operate, decrease frequency of pickups
Grey and green bin residential collections can be reduced to bi-weekly.
Don’t need weekly black bin pick up. Household waste audits erode trust, very intrusive.
green cart every two weeks for most of the year, blue for every 2 weeks for some areas
Having an eco center that is open sporadic times for different items, then having to pay for it. Might as
well call it the town garbage dump
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The eco Center is a joke. I end up driving into Calgary most of the time anyways. If you’re not going to
offer the service then cut my taxes so I can pay for fuel and access fees to Calgary.

Eco Centre

Their hours are ridiculous and shameful. You want us to recycle, be open outside of “our” working
hours.

Eco Centre
Eco Centre
Eco Centre
Eco Centre

If they aren't going to accept Styrofoam anymore they shouldn't get as much money.
Cochrane eco centre
eco centre - use bins or landfill sites
Should be contracted out and decrease service levels.Why do we pay for grass and tree bins when you
can use your green bin at home.Fridge and stoves can be recycled by contractors.Eco Centre is not
needed

Eco Centre
Eco Centre
Education
Education
Education
Education

Dont take all sorts of stuff due to covid, so why pay them
Spot checks are a waste of time
Promotion and school projects are not necessary IMO
Reduced collection and education
Cut out anything related to education
Cochrane Eco Centre Integrated waste management planning Promotion, education (school programs,
cart spot checks, waste diversion)

Education

Since everyone in Cochrane has green bin pickup why are we charged for the recycling centre? I see
most of the users there are from surrounding areas in RockyView. I appreciate the used oil and metal
recycling, however for the price I pay annually, I can drive to the City of Calgary dump and drop off my
oil and metal for free. Rockyview needs to contribute to the recycling depot costs. It seems to me that
the whole place could be replaced with bins like the recycling centres in Calgary and other
communities. The hours are lousy and it seems over staffed.

Fees
Organics
Organics
Other

Don’t use green bins. Too many trucks gathering from three different types of waste.
Get rid of the green bins, waste of time and money. Incentivize garberators
Time to have control of our own services and not be dependent on Calgary

Other
Other
Other
Recycling program

Lots of staff already standing around doing nothing. Then they bitch at people if they do something
wrong instead of educating
Stop foisting your social engineering on us
Quit spending all our money
recycling cost way to high
Grey bin follow same schedule as organic collection. This would encourage blue bin use. Spot checks
often annoy citizens especially if their bin is left in emptied. I know it achieves your goal but perhaps a
stronger education system would be more helpful.

Waste bin

Topic
Conservation
Conservation
Conservation
Conservation
Conservation
Conservation
Conservation
Growth

PLEASE EXPLAIN WHAT SPECIFIC WATER/WASTEWATER DEPARTMENT
SERVICE YOU WOULD INCREASE
Water Conservation
More water conservation education, discounts on rain barrels
Conserve water - plain and simple, this needs to be directed from the government, people won’t
choose this for themselves
Dont like always being told to watch water use, concerned about our max threshold as a town
Water conservation
conservation
consider grey water system for lawns in new areas
need a better plan for water levels based on current growth
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Would like to see motorized boats/ seadoos off the Bow river - keep clean & safe for people &
widlife/ birds. Increase opportunity for public to learn about water & care of our water
resources

Other
Other
Other
Other

What is going into the Bow River at Mitford. It doesn’t look good
Clear the waste water after the snow in inner streets
Competent manager and supervisor that keeps things running on a shoestring budget.
Those are critical services and must be maintained at superior levels. Water is our first life
necessities! along with education increase fees and charge for what it cost. No need for
increasing taxes.

Other
Restrictions

Reduce water restrictions overnight.
How are we still facing water restrictions when there’s constant new construction. I’d like to be
able to wash my car once in awhile. Brutal.

Restrictions
Treatment
Treatment

water treatment
If they choose to keep growing plan to upgrade the water treatment plant unfortunately
Need to put more money into the water treatment plant if you are planning on building more

Treatment
Water license
Water license

Nearing our water license, why isn’t this News?
buy a new license water conservation
I have heard recently that we are expected to be short water to the community in some time.
We live in Canada and should be one of the last places to be having this issue. Make it happen
without too many hands being in the pot (ie, everyone needing a piece of $). Not even sure why
any of that was up for debate. Educate water conservation, maybe something that would have
been good for children to learn in school.

Water license

Topic
All
Conservation
Conservation

Conservation
Cost
Cost
Cost
Other
Outsource
Treatment

PLEASE EXPLAIN WHAT SPECIFIC WATER/WASTEWATER DEPARTMENT SERVICE
YOU WOULD DECREASE
all
water conservation
Water conservation
Enough with water conservation-- we do not have an issue with it. If you want to encourage it create
(AND MARKET) incentives for hardscaping or softscaping with native species that don't require
watering to the same extent. The amount of developments going in with lawns... unreal. For what, 4
months out of the year? And you want to control water THEN as if you're doing something, while my
vehicle rots in the driveway due to your salts unless I spend $10 every 4 days on a wash? Unbelievable.
You don't want "debris and sediment and pollutants" going into the drinking water... when our drinking
water comes from upstream... and on top of it, we have open swales that collect all the dog excrement
and urine runoff from 6 months of winter, along with piles of debris, and runs it.... right into the river.
???? Forgive me if you drawing the line at garbage disposals and rinsing the debris off of my car (from
YOUR roads) isn't sitting right. Sooo yes, enough with the perception of "environmental" control at our
expense.
Water prices are getting to high
Why is this almost as much as our community safety budget? Seems overpriced?
What is this? I’m sure I pay for it!
Quit spending all our money
Should be contracted out
Quit telling people not to use water steep up your game and treat more. If we don’t use it is will be
wasted by ending up as salty water in hudson’s bay!
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Appendix B
Responses to the question asking for other information
Council needs to be aware of.
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Taxation
Stance

Theme

unstated

Arts and culture

unstated
unstated

Budget Education
Budget Education

unstated

Business Tax

unstated

Current
economy/covid19
Current
economy/covid19

No
increase
No
increase
No
increase

Current
economy/covid19
Current
economy/covid19
Current
economy/covid19

No
increase
No
increase

Current
economy/covid19
Current
economy/covid19

unstated

unstated

Current
economy/covid19

Comments:

Many municipalities allocate a portion of their budget to arts and
culture - i.e support for existing arts organizations, initiatives and
infrastructure. A strong arts presence drives economic growth via
increased tourism and creation of arts related jobs and
opportunities. This is something the town would be wise to
consider and that is lacking compared to neighbouring towns (i.e
Canmore).
It might be helpful to offer workshops to residents on
understanding budgets and local government, there is a
tremendous lack of knowledge and misinformation that should be
offset with education
There must be a perceived value to any increase in taxes or fees
Yes. It's time to make the business community pay their fair share
of taxes & not increase the property taxes and fees, any more for
the residential tax payers. It's hard enough as it is for families to
earn a living and seniors to survive. Many left the big city of
Calgary for a future that did not include taxes in parity with &
eventually surpasing Calgary at the rate that this Mayor & council
are pushing for!
With covid, the town should be looking at helping and supporting
people right now. If you increase business licenses and taxes as
well as residential taxes, more people will move. So many people
are struggling financially and we are going to be losing
businesses and people if the town doesn’t help in some way.
Maybe give businesses a break for next year because due to
restrictions, I’m not making money and the government is not
helping people like me.
Just take into consideration the financial impact the residents &
businesses have endured for the last two years!!!
During these hard times where people have lost jobs or their
income has declined due to Covid I don’t think now is the time to
be raising property taxes. People are struggling financially. Don’t
raise taxes this year.
I think everyone is Covid stressed and needs a break this year.
No tax increases.People are not working
Before thinking about raising any fees/taxes etc., first think about
all of the residents that have lost jobs, had work hourly cutbacks,
had wages decreases, all because of covid and the downturn in
the oil & gas industry in the last few years, which affects the
majority of businesses and their employees.
Do not raise taxes period.
Our municipal taxes are already quite high. I know that raising
taxes to businesses just passes the increase on to consumers.
We cannot expand development until the roads projects are
completed. The wording of some questions on this survey is
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designed to give the Town permission to increase taxes. Fairer
wording might elicit what people really want.

No
increase
No
increase

Current
economy/covid19
Current
economy/covid19

No
increase

Current
economy/covid19

No
increase

unstated

Current
economy/covid19
Current
economy/covid19
Current
economy/covid19
Current
economy/covid19
Current
economy/covid19

unstated

Current
economy/covid19

unstated

Current
economy/covid19

unstated
unstated
No
increase

unstated

Current
economy/covid19
Current
economy/covid19

unstated
unstated

Developers
Developers

unstated

Developers

unstated

Developers

unstated

Developers

unstated

Families have to tighten budgets in light of pandemic and job
losses. So should the town. No tax increases please and thank
you.
No major tax increases this year if you want to keep your jobs next
term. Been a long couple of years for this long term resident
Current economic and job situation makes a tax increase difficult
to absorb by many, unless people can see real benefits to them
and the community
Inflation has been nuts and paychecks are not reflecting that. I
pay a lot in taxes (also not happy that it is being taken in the
middle of the month now) I think an increase would impact
families.
How Covid-19 has affected local businesses and all residents
It's been a hard year and money is tight. Not the year for an
increase
Now is not the time to increase taxes. People are hurting enough
with Covid
Increase Pandemic Response Readiness
we support bylaw, but the RCMP budget is completely out of
balance, the amount we spend on this is outrageous. Every year
we have a larger tax base, but need to pay more, we are all
tightening our belts, time for the Town to do the same.
I feel the Town Council is drunk on spending at a time people are
living in uncertainty Many don't have jobs. will see which of you
will be fiscally responsible at the polls
Status quo. maintain existing infrastructure stop permits for
capital projects complete existing commitments. wait until all
vaccinated + economy turns around new realities coming! All
levels of govt will be reducing deficits and debt
costs of Admin, taxpayers are stressed in this economy/recession
Taxpayers are not a deep pocket for you to abuse
Put a development fee on new developers to bore the cost of
future infrastructure required because of their development which
they make millions of dollars from and then walk away, and tax
payers pay for the needs in the community to cover the increase
in density
Time to make developers pay
Make development companies responsible for long term failures
specifically land slips. It’s inevitable
Reduce spending on social services, education and advertising.
Don't plan any new amenities. Increase charges to developers to
cover all infrastructure spending. The people profiting from these
new subdivisions should cover all costs both short and long term
resulting from their actions.
Pay attention where developments are approved, think of current
tax payers and voters not contractors greed.
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unstated

Developers

unstated
unstated

Developers
Focus on current
residents

unstated

Focus on current
residents

unstated

Focus on current
residents

unstated

Focus on current
residents

unstated

Focus on current
residents

unstated

Focus on current
residents

unstated

Focus on current
residents

unstated

Focus on current
residents

unstated

Focus on current
residents

unstated

Focus on current
residents

NO development on the Cochrane hill!!! That hill identifies
Cochrane. If developed, we become another Airdrie.
Please be conscientious and not waste tax dollars and please be
careful about how you approve development(consider the
environment and the effect it will have on current residents, not
just the tax dollars it will bring in or how the developers will
benefit)
Think of the original citizens instead of growth and services for
attracting new comers.
Provincial government has done nothing to help small businesses
and working families. Big O&G, Telus, Amazon need to start
paying their fair share instead of Albertans subsidizing them.
Cochranites cannot afford to be out of pocket any further.
Stop catering to Bike Cochrane and gather information from ALL
stakeholders on infrastructure decisions. Not just paid
membership based clubs
Asking about further tax increases indicates a tin ear to the
residents and economic conditions. Reduce operating costs
instead.
COLA is going up with global supply chain issues. This includes
COLA for staff/administration they oversee and residents. Use
data please NOT your 4 buddies opinions. Thanks you for all you
do. I know it’s not easy.
Quit trying to be greedy with tax money, and keep the town small
and nice, people moved here because they didn’t want the city,
stop trying to turn it into a city!
we should be proud of our services and appreciate all the council
does for us,,,,thank you for keeping cohcrane simple,,,,love the
scenery and hoping a few things change,,,born and raised up in
calgary and living here under a yr ,,what a beautiful
community,,dont think we should expand much,,,keep it simple,
I like the small town feel of Cochrane . I think charging fees for
things - maybe to park downtown as an example would take away
that feel and make it more like a big city. I hope that the town can
continue as is without raising taxes too much but understand that
this generally happens. I would like to see a few more amenities in
Gleneagles . We are new to town and would really appreciate that
and not having to run downtown. Similar to fireside which seems
to have a lot available and saves them a trip down the hill.
Less focus on sustainable development goals driven by factors
external to the community, and greater focus on actual
constituent needs.
Understand that we are, and will continue to be a bedroom
commuter town to Calgary unless we attract more business and
create local jobs. Cut down the free run of home based
'businesses' that avoid contributing to the tax base and negatively
impact residential neighbourhoods. Stop trying to brand us as a
tourist destination - there is zero value to residents in that, and will
only add to the overuse and destruction of our natural areas. Stop
taking on projects that are not appropriate for a town - i.e. the
money pit rec center, the overpriced RCMP building, the
Innovation Center, On-Demand Transit. They are all attention
grabbing venues or programs that aren't useful to the residential
population. Take care of us first!
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I have answered neither support or oppose - why? I find this
Council indicates they are transparent but are unwillingly to
discuss or make residents aware how dependent we are and have
been on growth. Present a budget with zero growth in it to actually
show the impact on our taxes. Then present upside cases
showing the impact of growth. Show modeling of different mixes
of growth of residential and non-residential in a clear manner so
that we can see understand the importance and impact on our
taxes of growth in these various sectors. Be more transparent in
what the assumptions are in building this budget. These should be
front and centre and clearly articulated.
The Town must focus on long term sustainment and stop relying
on funds from growth. Growth is finite and can't be used for long
term.
Be open and transparent on existing and future capital
expenditures. Remember, there is only one taxpayer. Slow down
residential growth.
Stop building new houses!
Declare Cochrane a city status receive further income form the
federal and provincial governments
Do not approve any more subdivisions until the infrastructure
(especially roads) is in place to support them.
At last count in Town 82 places to eat, 16 liquor stores This town
has 27,000 residents maybe you should consider status quo until
population is larger
Think SMALL not Big
Stop adding new subdivisions
Getting rid of our Primary Care facility and our doctors is WRONG
for our growing community. We need this decision to close in
January 2022 STOPPED and REVERSED!!! We need our health
care in Cochrane!!!
i think we need to put more money and focus into three main
things, health services, preserving our local environment, and
growing an arts community to be proud of in Cochrane
Our residential taxes need to be higher to improve our municipal
services. Particularly for single family homes.
Opt for long term gain over quick fixes that look good on the
surface to voters. If there is benefit, work to share that with the
community. Taxes will always make people grumble but when
services are cut... they grumble even more.
Council needs to balance taxpayer expectations while maintaining
a healthy organization/administration. The general budget
considerations are skewed too far to taxpayer expectations and
not what is good for the organization and community in the long
run. This has lead to one of the lowest property tax rates in
Alberta and lowest admin staff per capita. Either start promoting
the low property tax rates and admin costs to the public or start to
keep up with inflation to provide adequate funding to the
organization and reserves to sustain a healthy organization.
Let's build a hospital!
More (local) input on solutions/ideas for community
infrastructure (roads, services, etc.)
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Long term planning

Increase

No cuts

Increase

No cuts

many people who live in Cochrane do not spend their money in
Cochrane. Poor walkability, perhaps the worst I have ever
experienced.
FIX THE ROAD INFRASTRUCTURE!!!!!!! This town has the
population of a city and the roads of a hamlet. It’s frustrating and
embarrassing.
It would be nice to upgrade the red shale pathway in Glenbow.
They are getting very old and neglected going towards the
Cochrane Ranche under the railway and 1A. When it rains there is
always a large puddle under the railway bridge! Unless you have
rubber boots you have to turn around
Our emergency medical service here is severely lacking after
10pm. For the population size of Cochrane, this could cost
someone their life. We really do need 24 hour availability
Quickly fix the problem with Jim Uffelmann Dog Park or close the
space before someone gets hurt. This area has become a
disgrace to Cochrane with the eroded grounds and banks along
the Bow River. A dog park and a major walkway connection in
town do not mix (poor planning) and should be separated by
fencing. We avoid this area as it does not feel safe to walkers or
cyclists wanting to use the pathway system in town.
Open up business before it’s too late
I think the small businesses should be left alone but higher tax for
all of the big box stores
need to support and in courage new and current businesses to
stay in the community, increase safety Services for the growing
population, widen and improve current roads in residential and
business areas
I’m aware the cost of living goes up, if the town can not afford a
new project, we go without. With proper planning, these projects
should of been predicted and budgeted for a long time ago.
We have been underfunding our services for a while. People will
complain about a tax raise- but they also complain about lack of
services. Pay for what we have underfunded, and ignore Facebook
trolls.
Council needs to look at bigger picture items. To support the
minority that screams the loudest is not supporting your entire
community. If you ran and have a platform, then champion it. Do
not jump on social media bandwagons or perceived issues in the
community. Stick to what was important to you and champion it
so that is gets accomplished. There have been many great things
and a long way to go to achieve what you truly want to champion.
Can not just keep cutting social supports and Town staff, need to
support these members of the community as well.
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Cochrane has been underspending on both our operating budget
and our capital budget for years. We are far too obsessed with
'keeping taxes low', and we've allowed developers to dictate the
terms of growth to our town. This leaves us in a position where
the town has a net operating deficit, and more properly a
structural deficit where we're not spending what we need to in
order to offer services to our town. Unless a developer built a
road/pathway/sidewalk, the town doesn't appear to be in a
position to retrofit and 'catch up' on the growth. From the CFIB
report (2017), Cochrane has systematically kept ourselves at the
bottom of the 17 largest municipalities in Alberta for 'operating
spending per capita' and we've been the fastest growing
community. This tells me we have been underinvesting in our
town and we need to start 'paying it forward'. Consider allocating
a staff member to applying for grants full time so that we can
start using both provincial and federal funding dollars to get
ourselves caught back up in infrastructure, pathways, parks,
sidewalks, and active transportation connections.
You cant please everyone, but responding to 97 people that reply
to a survey and take that as what people think is ridiculous. Its a
fact property taxes have to increase, sell the increase with that it
achieves. Stop thinking with hearts and think objectively as you
are running a business.
Council needs to focus on the town services and what is required
to run the town services such as increase in taxes and to stop
focusing on their own personal agenda and what is good for
them. they are working for the town and need to focus on the
town and its departments and the reality that you cannot run a
town without having financial support such as tax increases or
further fees for services.
We have bit been paying enough to maintain and build services
with the rate of growth in this town. People will always complain
about paying more-but they equally complain about lack of
services, enforcement, and amenities. We need to pay more, just
explain it well with the great info graphics to the people who want
everything and get mad that YES WE DO NEED TO PAY FOR IT!
People in Cochrane need to realize if you want things you need to
pay- no it is not free.
Please keep up the good work. Don't cave to the pressure of
unattainable tax increases, yes no one like an increase but
artificially low increases only hurt us in the long run by pushing
back vital projects like transportation or force us into bad deals
like p3's. I appreciate the Mayor saying 'do less with less" vs this
notion that there are always efficiencies to be found and
pretending we can cut budgets while maintaining services.
Didn't see an option anywhere to decrease spending. Just
increase spending, yes or no. Looks like you have asked the
questions based on the outcome you want.
Absolutely no tax dollars spent on ‘woke’ trends like many larger
centres are doing. Will never support this direction for my tax
money. ’
Why is Morgan Nagel such an asshole?
The town council is doing a terrible job managing our hard earned
money and improving this town!
Far higher property taxes for chain businesses
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Be fair, be equal, be true.
Stop using tax dollars to support the Colt bu service. This needs
to be self-financing by the users.
We need to budget for water asap. We have reached capacity.
Identify funds an resources for our youth and protective services
to keep them safe. Current problem is unsupervised skateboard
park where problems lie.
Allow the free market to make decisions. If we constantly find
new was to slide in hidden tax it will eventually push the smart
people away from the community and province.
Reduce government. Reduce control. Reduce feeding into a false
image at the sake of resident freedom. Enough cookie-cutter
madness-- be different. Stop playing into simpleton logic when it
comes to manicuring every inch of this town and separating
people by activity (eg dog parks). Support businesses by bringing
interest to community. Embrace progressive ideas. Allow for
economic diversity (standing wave). You want to be different and
an example for "how the west is now"? Stop acting like a small
minded town pretending to fill big town shoes. Thanks for
listening; hopefully something comes of these surveys. Sincerely,
an architect/planning professional and Cochrane resident.
don’t worry , Kenney is making you all look good
Street cleaning in neighborhoods
You can’t make everyone happy. But you can also come from a
place of fairness
Your overpaid, over staffed, and it doesn’t matter what we say the
fat cats will do as they please, we are all very unhappy with how
any level of government uses our taxes
Please provide examples of your proposed infrastructure in future
survey for better stakeholders understanding
Investment in clean energy would be smart. SLSFSC would be an
ideal site for solar panels to heat the swimming pool, provide
power for the facility. There are no electric vehicle charging
stations in town. If AHS won't keep an ambulance available in our
town, we need to take steps to provide the service ourselves.
Don't let this Council upset or delay the next council's ability to not
waste year one of their term with indecisive actions. As soon as
the residents can vote out McFadden, Flowers, Nagel, Marni and
Wilson the better we will all be. Who debates a 3rd reading budget
and then lies that they never received all the information? Why
then tell the town what position they should hire (FCSS
coordinator) when they were the ones who decided to slash the
full time positions? What? Really? Clueless and hopefully the
come campaigning to my house so I can share how ridiculous
they are in....
Spray Lakes Sawmill is not paying their portion of Taxes. Why are
they not assessed fairly?
I think this survey is somewhat bias. Lots of questions state
would you increase or decrease service levels. That does not
make sense. Naturally an increase would mean more taxes. It
does not state that. Let me give an example. If I would ask my
kids if I should increase or decrease our swimming pool, of course
they would say increase, because they do not pay for it. If they had
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to give up some of their pocket money one would get a different
answer. I thing this applies to the questionnaire.!
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Parks and nature
Seniors

This is terribly survey and too general to give good answers. I've
worked for a large municipality and still find this survey difficult to
understand in some areas. The last two years have been unique.
How you may respond in the next year should appropriately reflect
that. You also need to consider the long term. You need a bigger
corporate tax base. You need to balance the uniqueness of
Cochrane with its growing population needs.
Just want good value for my property taxes and user fees and feel
the Town generally does that.
Keep residential taxes frozen. Keep budget increase below 3%
Alberta has a long history of spending because we could. the
coalition of the world is telling us less excess
Designate Councilors to specific area so we know who to discuss
our issues.
Park and recreation need more support from the town. If the last
year has taught us anything it's that when all else fails... go
outside. I feel we are strongly lacking in the support of great
outdoor spaces.
Think city of the future as ecological & biodiverse spaces for
children, youth & community. Less cars, less motorized vehicles.
Outdoor patios, wide streets with safe bike lanes protected from
cars. Less isolated suburbs - more trails with trees, flowers/bees beautiful spaces, less concrete, asphalt. Progressive tax system
where richer pay more. More support for public health services for
vulnerable including seniors & home care.
Not to forget about older areas of Town such as east end and
glenbow; include them in projects. The entire river waslkway
should be a community greenspace that Cochrane can be proud
of. Miles and miles of it and use it for special events too!
I think it is important to make outdoor spaces the best right now.
Maintenance, maybe a few more benches at top of hill or rest
areas. Maintain the playgrounds. Have some one drive around or
walk around the paths and note repairing needed.
Yes. We need to clean up the business section of Cochrane.
These large companies with the terrible looking boulevards is a
disgrace to the town. If companies have all these employees it’s
not right they park on the grass. The is disappointing to see
especially when you drive to the ECO Center. Let’s clean up
Cochrane and be proud of it. I come from a small town and we are
known as the most beautiful town in Manitoba. Let’s get going.
Driving by some businesses and their lawn is full of weeds, the
blvd is ruined and their storage lott looks like crap. Sad we have to
drive past this every day
Don’t forget about seniors
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(from service areas with "Happy with service level":) Community
safety/Parks: But need signs saying "Bike bells mandatory - it's
the law! Use them!" Notes to Counicl: 1. support and fund
initiatives for low cost cooperative and affordable seniors
housing. 2. Increase funding for FCSS. 3. Continue support for
Cochrane Activettes and Cochrane Historical Museum and
Library.
Opposing wage increases for government staff by increasing
taxes on residents. If we are all in this together prove it and cut
wages.
Ensure ALL staff positions are justified and FULLY utilized.
Please consider where money is being spent on contracting out
services our town departments need to take care of. This is no
longer a Town of 8000 this is a city of 32000. It's time to grow up
and act like it.
Provide core services
Stop giving yourself a raise and raise the income for EMS
I think the town has enough revenue, they just need to learn how
to spend it
Yes, they need to cut the budget and balance it. I have to choose
between heating my home and paying for gas for my car. The
Town needs to make tough decisions like this and make smart
decisions like not overloading the roads with too may cars
because they decide to allow a developer and the builders to build
high density slum neighborhoods that attract unsavoury
characters from Calgary. Maybe the Town Counsel could be
proactive and innovative, to make Cochrane a better place to live
by creating Co-operatives. The town as a whole could buy natural
gas, gas, food etc. much like the town water services and impact
the community by making it a benefit of living here. Cochrane is a
beautiful community but it could be more like a gated community
than a satellite community of Calgary. We need to be selfsufficient, not be subject to the whims of calgary, (see garbage,
water and sewer). Why don't we have our own recycling plant for
recyclables instead of shipping them off. We could be innovative,
really lessen our impact on the environment , instead of being the
same patting ourselves on the back because we use a green bin
that ends up at the dump anyway.
Eficiency of expenditures!! The biggest issueis not taxes or fees,
it's where and how they are being spent and how little
accountability there is for specific costs. To pick on just one
element, the SLS Centre is a prime example. Managed by a
nebulous board from Rockyview County with no accountability or
facility management experience that appoints CEO's with no
qualifications whatsoever. The current CEO's biggest qualification
is infamously bankrupting the Bearspaw Golf & Country Club. As a
result the Centre lost money before COVID, is mismanaged during
COVID (why is the pool open, why are we paying a CEO, what did
we spend $800G on while closed, why did we not use the
downtime to redevelop critically uncompetitive elements like the
fitness areas, why is access totally uncontrolled, etc. etc. etc.) and
most certainly will continue to lose money after COVID. If council
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actually took it's responsibilities seriously, they would compel
Rockyview County to pay it's share of the costs, take direct control
of the facility, do their due diligence to hire competent, qualified
management and stop accepting lame excuses for
underperformance.
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Review the use of town vehicles for personal use during working
hours?
Focus on basics and core services. No fancy pet projects like
flashy new pools. Stop approving new developments.
Cut the fat, manage our money better. We have a spending
problem not a taxation problem.
I would prefer core services being looked after and special
interest groups needed to be restricted.
Hold the line at inflation. Administration must become more more
cost conscious.
You need to look for more efficiencies.
I am okay with tax increases if you have optimized other expenses
first.
Just make sure the dollars are all being used effectively and
efficiently- if there are redundancies or areas to improve they
should be indemnified and explored.
There should be no wage increase at this time
Planning a better and more efficient way in administrating thses
services.
There are a number of ways to help the budget. More spending is
not the solution. After this past year increase in taxes is not the
smart thing to be doing.
If the Town approached worked with and supported community
associations by asking for volunteers in exchange for tax increase
for many jobs related to parks, recycling, committee work on
projects the town could save a lot of $, increase community
connection and engagement for better quality of life and shared
responsibility
This about what a small family needs, we don’t neeeeeed all the
shiny stuff, pick a few things to maintain and quit spending so
much money without the towns consent
user fees are lazy solutions. Operations require predictable
funding, and all citizens benifit from having a service, whether
they use it or not. I support inceased taxes and reduced user fees.
No more taxes, it’s time to cut!
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Don't give yourselves raises because of personal taxation. Doing
so is bullshit
Use more contract services and decrease the amount of buildings
the town owns.No Tax increases.
stop borrowing, stop foisting your social engineering on us, run
the town more simply, only run the town and stop going beyond
this remit
Look for redundancy in management and ensure town resources
of time and money are being optimized
Spend money more wisely than in the past and don't look to
penalize residents with added costs and fines, wasting town
peace officers on speed traps and minor driving issues. On the
other hand. there are many noise, dangerous driving and stunting
issues that need attention, particularly in parking lots.
Town staff should be paid in accordance with other municipalities
Stop spending money that are not 100% funded.Use more
contract services.I.E.roads,parks,ofice staff.Stop building more
town building.Staff can work from home
No tax increases and no user fees.Cuts to town budgets and more
contract services for roads,park ETC.Stop giving money to use
group.They should raise thier money on thier own and stop
comimg to the town.Community gruops start taking care or thier
parks and open spaces.Do not need amy more Town
buildings.Must staff can work from home.Do not need police in
schools or new RCMP station.Police need to be walking in the
town to get toknow people in town.Stop spending money on
Downtown Cochrane.Calgary did the same thing and no business
are in the area.Stop spending unless you can pay for it.Four lanes
across the trackes does not fix the traffic problem on Centre
ave.Need a under pass to keep traffic moving.Open thrird ave
again and do not spend money on public crossing downtown.Cuts
to bus services or have students ride Colt buses in Town and no
yellow buses used in Town.
Cuts need to be made.Town staff drive around town all day mot
working(GPS on vechicles)Need to stop spending money on
buildings.Bus barns,town offices,RCMP stations.More staff can
work from home.Hire mre contractors to do work in town and
decrease servisce levels.Stop funding community groups.They
should rise money on thier own
You folks appear power hungry. Decrease enforcement services
dramatically. Its gone to your heads stop being controlled by
unions. Reduce firefighters by 50% bring back mix of volunteer
and full time fire services. You have no excuse for expenditures
going on right now
better use of bylaw officers creates safety and revenue, eg fines
to owners who didnt clear sidewalks (ice/snow) park within 5m of
stop signs consistently expand driveways illegally. Better
utilization of municipal workers
Hold all depts accountable for their spending. keep it simple. dont
layer the depts with positions not needed just because staff want
to use their masters degrees to look important. it's fluff i don't
want to pay for fluff
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Reduce staffing and increase productivity
Reduce management and more contract services.Spray lakes rec
centre should manage all town buildings and green spaces.Stop
ggiving money to groups and organizatyion.They should rise thier
own money or close down.
Your downtown and tourism are two of your most important
assets. People first ! Support what will attract new residents and
visitors.
Cochrane is the hub to the off road community, the town would do
well to capitalize on this but instead $100s of of thousands of
dollars drive right through every weekend. Other towns have used
it to drastically increase tourism and revenue. Cochrane should
too. Prime example - Corner Brook, Newfoundland as being a
recent place that has achieved it.
During covid do not increase taxes. That is foolish. Maybe the
town should now be called a city. Our population dictates that we
should be. WE NEED A HOSPITAL HERE. We need more business.
Someone should actively be out trying to attract business. We are
a place close to the mountains filled with restaurants and bars.
Some small shops on main. But really we are just a commuter
"Town" to Calgary. If we really want to succeed Either be a city
that attracts business or stop building new subdivisions.
Think of the tourists and out of town visitors who come to our
town. There is an opportunity there.
Thanks for the opportunity to weigh into the budgeting process
early!! Please continue to prioritize traffic concerns.
Taxes have steadily increased year after year. My taxes have
doubled while the same traffic problems exist. Fed up with the
wants over needs being serviced
With the constant construction and new developments I can’t
believe there’s not enough money to cover our necessities. Maybe
start focusing on the basics and infrastructure to improve daily
life for residents. Traffic is horrendous and is a factor for others
coming here to spend money. Stop developing new residential
units. Building that surf park in town would be a nightmare. The
traffic would be insane. As it is I will be considering moving once
my kids are done school.
Roads, sidewalks and vehicles traffic has become a safety
concern. If there's a big fire and we have to evacuate in a hurry it
will be impossible and tragic... we are dumb
Hwy 22/1A junction requires address
Traffic!
Stop subdivision development and upgrade roads to handle
current and future traffic volumes.
Taxes are very high here compared to Calgary. So would expect
more road improvements
Get the train out of the way
Roads are a huge issue, focus on that first
Roads!!!!
Just get the interchange between 1A and 22 built
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Stop worrying about how to bring tourists to cochrane. The roads
are hard enough to drive without random tourists running in the
middle of the road to get to a tourist hot spot
Strongly want any influence the town council can bring to the
province regarding the #22 and 1A interchange. The roundabout
will NOT be as effective as an overpass
Traffic and congestion during peak times, more recreation spaces
for all newer communities
Please fix the traffic issues.
The amount we have to pay for utilities is ridiculous. Total energy
consumption is a small amount compared to the total bill. This
needs to be addressed to the utility companies as other councils
do. Ignore this and I think voters will lose confidence in the current
council !!
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